
ABSTRACT 

JETLEY, RAOUL.  Reasoning of Safety-Critical Medical Devices using Formal Methods. (Under the 

direction of Associate Professor S. Purushothaman Iyer). 

The design and functional complexity of medical devices have increased during the past 50 years, 

evolving from the use of a metronome circuit for the initial cardiac pacemaker to functions that 

include electrocardiogram analysis, laser surgery, and intravenous delivery systems that adjust 

dosages based on patient feedback.  As device functionality becomes more intricate, concerns 

arise regarding efficacy, safety and reliability.  It thus becomes imperative to adopt a standard or 

methodology to ensure that the possibility of any defect or malfunction in these devices is 

minimized. 

It is with these facts in view that regulatory bodies are interested in investigating mechanisms to 

certify such medical devices.  These organizations advocate the use of formal method techniques 

to evaluate safety-critical medical systems.  The use of formal methods is keenly debated though, 

with most manufacturers claiming that they are arduous and time-consuming.  

In this thesis, we evaluate the feasibility of formal method techniques for medical devices.  More 

specifically, we discuss our experiences in modeling and verification of the specifications for a 

typical medical system called the Computer Aided Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA) using two 

formal methods based tools, UPPAAL and Spin. 

We find that the use of UPPAAL and Spin for the analysis of the CARA system yields several 

anomalies and inconsistencies, hitherto undetected.  The results from the two tools are found to 

be in accordance, and the effort involved comparable to conventional techniques.  Based on our 

results, we conclude that formal methods provide a feasible and effective means for reasoning of 

safety-critical medical devices. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

1.1 Historical Background 

Medical devices are an important part of health care.  Yet they are an extraordinarily 

heterogeneous category of products. The term “medical device” includes such technologically 

simple articles as ice bags and tongue depressors on one end of the continuum and very 

sophisticated articles such as pacemakers and surgical lasers on the other end.  Perhaps it is this 

diversity of products coupled with the sheer number of different devices that makes the 

development of effective and efficient standards a unique challenge for regulatory bodies.   

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is one of the organizations interested in investigating 

mechanisms by which to evaluate and certify safety-critical medical devices. The FDA believes 

that the rigorous employment of modern disciplined Software Engineering practice and the use 

of formal mathematical models can significantly improve software quality, and strongly 

advocates the use of formal method techniques to evaluate safety-critical medical systems.  As a 

means to substantiate the FDA’s claim, we were asked by the Walter Reed Army Institute of 

Research (WRAIR) to examine the suitability of formal methods as applied to a typical medical 

system, called Computer Aided Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA).   

In this thesis, we discuss our experiences in the modeling and verification (analysis) of the 

requirements for the CARA system using two formal methods based tools, UPPAAL∗ and Spin.  

To perform this task, we were provided with a set of documents giving the requirements for the 

CARA system.  These included: 

                                                 
∗ The name UPPAAL is derived from the names of the university where it was developed, viz. the Uppsala University in 
Sweden and the Aalborg University in Denmark. 
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 A Functional Specifications Document.  A plain text document giving an overview of the 

CARA system and its components and basic functions.  It also provided a list of use-case and 

error-case scenarios. 

 A Tagged Requirements Document.  The official specification document for CARA, which 

contained a list of numbered specifications, with related requirements clubbed together. 

 A Hazard Analysis Draft.  A description of the various malfunctions and error conditions, 

like loss of power, pump failure, incorrect response that could occur in the system.  It also 

described the system boundary and interfaces for the CARA system. 

 A Q&A Document.  A list of questions that came up during the drafting of the tagged 

requirements document, with the corresponding responses.  This document served as an 

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) list for the CARA system.   

The aim of this thesis is to perform a qualitative analysis of formal methods based tools.  Two 

tools were employed for this analysis: UPPAAL and Spin.  Both tools are used to model CARA 

and then verify the model, checking for errors and inconsistencies.  Results from the two case 

studies are compared, and the effort for each is calculated.  Lastly, with all the results in hand, we 

assess whether the use of formal methods is justified in the verification of a safety-critical medical 

system like CARA. 

The modeling and analysis of the CARA system were performed keeping in mind the skill level 

of a typical analyst designing or verifying such a medical system.  The CARA project was 

undertaken by an analyst (the author of this thesis) who possessed no prior experience with 

either of the two tools.  In addition, the requirement documents provided were also typical of 

those available to an analyst working on such a system as they included several vague or 

conflicting requirements. 

Figure 1.1 gives an ICOM model illustrating the Inputs, Constraints, Outputs, and Mechanism for 

the CARA system as described above. 
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1.2 Structure of this Document 

This thesis is organized by chapters that discuss formal method mechanisms and their use as 

applied to the CARA system.  The next two sections in this chapter examine typical medical and 

safety-critical devices and the challenges faced in ensuring their dependability.  Chapter 2 

provides a brief overview of formal methods theory, and gives an introduction to some of the 

automata that form the basis for the tools used for designing CARA.  Chapter 3 describes the 

CARA system in detail, listing the various components, typical operation and error conditions 

that need to be checked.  Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate the operation of the UPPAAL and Spin tools 

respectively, and describe the design of the CARA system in each.  Finally, Chapter 6 lists the 

result obtained through UPPAAL and Spin, and summarizes the qualitative analysis of formal 

methods based tools. 

Figure 1.1 ICOM Model for Modeling and Verifying the CARA System 
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1.3 The Medical Device as an Entity 

There are as many different definitions for a medical device as there are regulatory and standards 

organizations. Though the definitions may differ in verbiage, they have a common thread of 

content.  The Medical Device Directives [30] define a medical device as: 

“Any instrument, appliance, apparatus, material or other article, whether used alone or in combination, 

including the software necessary for its proper application, intended by the manufacturer to be used for 

human beings for the purpose of:   

- diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease;   

- diagnosis, monitoring, alleviation of or compensation for an injury or handicap;   

- inquiry, replacement or modification of the anatomy or of a physiological process;   

- control of conception;   

and which does not achieve its principal intended action in or on the human body by pharmacological, 

immunological, or metabolic means, but which may be assisted in its function by such means.”   

One important feature of the definition is the inclusion of the term ‘software’. The software 

definition could probably be given further interpretation, but we limit its interpretation to mean:  

1. software intended to control the function of a device is a medical device;  

2. software for patient records or other administrative purposes is not a device;  

3. software which is built into a device, e.g., software in an electro-cardio graphic monitor used 

to drive a display, is clearly an integral part of the medical device; and 

4. a software update sold by the manufacturer, or a variation sold by a software house, is a 

medical device in its own right [19, 3]. 

The patient is the ultimate consumer of medical devices, from the simplest cotton swab to the 

most sophisticated monitoring devices.  However, with the exception of some over-the-counter 

products, the manufacturer rarely has a direct relationship with the patient in the marketplace.  
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1.4 Safety-Critical Computer Systems 

Most computer systems consist of many sub-components, which are tightly coupled and have 

highly complex interactions.  The binding of application to operating system to architecture is a 

prime example of a tightly coupled system.  When such a system is further embedded within 

larger contexts, such as command and control systems, the probability of failure quickly 

approaches one.  Myers [31] estimates that there are approximately 3.3 software errors per 

thousand lines of code in large software systems.  This figure is not surprising given that there 

are as many as 1020 unique end-to-end paths in a moderate-sized program [35].  What is worse is 

that not all errors in software are created equal, as small errors do not necessarily have small 

effects.  The picture becomes much bleaker when the software/hardware interactions in 

computer systems are taken into account, as is the case in most medical devices.   In two studies 

[21, 25], nearly 10% of all software errors and 35% of all software failures identified were later 

found to be hardware-related, such as transient faults corrupting data.  In fact, it was shown that 

hardware could fail three times as often as software under some circumstances (e.g. in 

aeronautical systems) [6].  

Despite these considerable problems, the advantages of the added versatility and flexibility 

provided by digital systems as opposed to other means are overwhelming and, therefore, 

insufficiently understood software and hardware are often used. However implemented, we 

require that safety-critical systems be dependable.  The most effective means to avoid accidents 

during a system's operation is to eliminate or reduce dangers during the design and 

development, not afterwards when the complexity becomes overwhelming.  It is at this stage, 

proponents feel that formal method techniques can prove to be most effective [6, 18].   
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Chapter 2.  Formal Methods Overview 

The process of applying formal methods to a chosen application typically involves the following 

phases: defining the scope, developing requirements, modeling, specification, analysis 

(validation), and documentation [26]. The term Modeling refers to the mathematical 

representation of a system underlying the system’s specification.  Formal Specification is simply 

the characterization of a planned or existing system expressed in a formal language.  Formal 

Analysis involves validation of the specifications, proving key properties and invariants, and 

establishing the consistency of axioms.  Formal Documentation is used to trace specification to 

requirements (high-level design), track level of effort, and where relevant, collect cost/benefit 

data.  The distinction between phases is somewhat artificial and should not be taken too literally, 

since there is a considerable amount of overlap between them, and each phase generally leads 

into the next.  Thus, even though we shall be looking mainly at modeling and analysis in this 

document, aspects of characterization and specification are also covered herein. 

2.1 Modeling 

A model defines a mathematical representation suitable for formalizing the application domain 

and for calculating and predicting the behavior of the application in that context.  Models can be 

defined for discrete or continuous domains.  The discrete domain models are in turn framed in 

terms of four broad classes: functional, abstract state machine, automata-based, and object-

oriented.  Automata-based models were found to be best suited for the CARA system, since they 

allow separate process and functions to be defined while still permitting abstract state 

mechanisms.  With this view, we give the following definitions. 
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2.1.1 Automaton 

An automaton (plural automata) is a finite-state transition system consisting of a set of states and 

a set of state-to-state transitions that occur on input symbols chosen from a given alphabet.  There 

are four types of automata relevant to this thesis.  These are explained briefly below. 

2.1.2 *-Automata 

Automata may be deterministic, meaning that there is a unique transition from a given state on a 

given input, or nondeterministic, meaning that there are zero, one, or more such transitions.  

Formally, a deterministic finite automaton is defined as a 5-tuple (S; Σ; δ; s0; F), where S is a finite 

set of states, Σ is a finite input alphabet, δ is a transition function that maps S x Σ to S, s0 is the 

initial state, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states.  A nondeterministic finite automaton is similarly 

defined as a 5-tuple, the only difference being that δ is a map from S x Σ to P (S), the power set of 

S.  In other words, δ (s, a) is the set of all states s’ such that there is a transition labeled a from s to 

s’.  Conventional or *-automata accept only finite words and can express state invariants, that is, 

safety properties or properties “at a state”, but not eventualities or fairness constraints [26]. 

2.1.3 ω-Automata 

To accommodate eventualities, it is necessary to use a class of automata that accepts infinite 

words (sequences), the so-called ω-automata.  Like a conventional automaton, an ω-automaton 

consists of a set of states, an input alphabet, a transition relation, and a distinguished initial state. 

The difference between the two classes of automata occurs in the definition of acceptance. 

Acceptance for a conventional automaton is defined in terms of a final state.  Since the notion of 

final state is not useful for a class of machines that accepts infinite words, acceptance must be 

defined in some other way.  A (nondeterministic) ω-automaton M, is a 5-tuple (S; Σ; δ; s0; F), 
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where S, Σ, and s0 are as defined above, F is an acceptance condition, and δ : S x Σ → P (S) is a 

transition function.   

The sum of M on a word w=a0a1a2… is an infinite sequence of states s0 s1 s2 . . . ∈ S that begins in s0 

and has the following property: ∀i >= 1, ∃ai ∈ Σ : δ (si, ai) = si+1.  A word w is accepted by M 

provided some final state is visited infinitely after in some sum of M on w.  The infinitary set of a 

sequence s0 s1 s2 … ∈ Sω, written as inf (s0 s1 s2 …), is the set of all states that appear infinitely 

many times in the sequence [14]. 

2.1.4 Büchi automata 

A Büchi automaton M is an ω-automaton where the acceptance condition, F, is defined as 

follows.  F ⊆ S is a set of states (as in the case of a *-automata) and a path p is accepted by M if inf 

(p) ∩ F ≠ φ [14]. 

2.1.5 Timed Automata 

Timed automata are a generalization of ω-automata and are used to model real-time systems over 

time.  Like ω-automata, timed automata generate (accept) infinite sequences of states.  However, 

timed automata must also satisfy timing requirements and produce (accept) timed state 

sequences.  Timed automata may be given various semantic interpretations, including point-

based strictly-monotonic real-time (the original interpretation), interval-based variants, 

interleaving, fictitious clock, and/or synchronicity [2]. 

2.2 Formal Analysis 

Formal analysis refers to a broad range of tool-based techniques that can be used singly or in 

combination to explore, debug, and verify formal specifications, and to predict, calculate, and 

refine the behavior of the systems so specified.  These analysis techniques, which differ primarily 
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in focus, method, and degree of formality, include direct execution, simulation, and animation; 

finite-state methods (state exploration and model checking); and theorem proving and proof 

checking.  We concentrate on finite state models in this document, and give the background for 

these here. 

2.2.1 Finite-State Models 

Finite-state methods are techniques for the automatic verification of finite-state systems or of 

infinite-state systems that can be “reduced” by virtue of certain structural symmetries or 

uniformities.  Given a formula specifying a desired system property, these methods determine its 

truth or falsity in a specific finite model (rather than proving its validity for all models). 

2.2.2 Temporal Logic 

Temporal logic (also known as tense logic) [33, 7] augments the standard operators of 

propositional logic with tense operators that are used to formalize time-dependent conditions.  

The simplest temporal logic adds just two operators: the (weak) future operator, F, and the 

(weak) past operator, P.  The formula Fq is true in the present if q is true at some time in the 

future and, similarly, the formula Pq is true in the present if q is true at some time in the past. 

These operators can be combined to assert quite complex statements about time-dependent 

phenomena.  For example, q ⇒ FPq can be interpreted as “if q holds in the present, than at some 

time in the future q will have held in the past” [29].  The duals of these operators, ¬F¬, usually 

abbreviated G and ¬P¬, usually abbreviated H, yield the corresponding strong future and past 

operators.  Gq ≡ ¬F¬ q means that q is true at every moment in the future, and Hq ≡ ¬P¬ q 

means that q is true at every moment in the past. 

A temporal logic system consists of a complete set of axioms and inference rules for proving all 

valid statements in the logic relative to a given model of time.  Temporal logics and modal logics 
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in general, are typically given a model theoretic semantics known as possible worlds semantics. 

A model in this semantics is usually referred to as a Kripke model [13].  The basic idea of Kripke 

semantics is to relativize the truth of a statement to temporal stages or states.  Accordingly, a 

statement is not simply true, but true at a particular state.  The states are temporally ordered, 

with the type of temporal order determined by the choice of axioms.  The set of states in an 

interpretation represents not only past states, but all accessible (possible) future states [7]. 

2.2.3 Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) 

Linear time corresponds to the usual notion of time as a linearly ordered set, measured either 

with the real or the natural numbers.  The temporal order relation < is total, that is, 

antisymmetric, transitive, and comparable (comparability means that for all states s1 and s2 in the 

same execution sequence, either s1 < s2 or s2 < s1 or s1 = s2).   

Linear temporal logic is typically extended by two additional operators, the until operator and 

the since operator, abbreviated U and S, respectively.  φUϕ is true in state sj if there is some state 

sk such that sj < sk and ϕ is true in sk, and for all si, such that sj < si < sk, φ is true in state si.  

Intuitively, ϕ holds at some time in the future, until which time φ holds.  Similarly, φSϕ is true in 

state sj just in case there is some state sk such that sk < sj and ϕ is true in sk, and for all si, such that 

sk < si < sj, φ is true in state si. 

2.3 Tools for Specification and Analysis – UPPAAL and Spin 

Various tools are available based on different mathematical models for discrete and continuous 

domains.  Two such tools are used for specification (through modeling) and analysis of the 

CARA system, viz. UPPAAL and Spin.   
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Spin is a generic verification system that supports the design and verification of asynchronous 

process systems [23].  A system in Spin is described in a modeling language called Promela and 

consists of one or more user-defined process templates, and process instantiations.  Each process 

template is translated by Spin into a finite automaton.  The global behavior of the concurrent 

system is obtained by computing an asynchronous interleaving product of automata, one 

automaton per asynchronous process behavior.  The resulting global system behavior is itself 

again represented by an automaton, referred to as the state space of the system, and can easily be 

represented as a graph.  UPPAAL on the other hand is a toolbox for modeling, simulation and 

verification of real-time systems, based on constraint-solving and on-the-fly techniques.  To 

facilitate modeling, UPPAAL provides a graphical interface [4] to define system descriptions as 

networks of timed automata.  

Both tools make use of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae to verify against the specified 

model, although the implementations of the verification mechanisms differ.  UPPAAL performs 

verification with the help of a modified Reachability algorithm, whereas Spin computes the 

synchronous product of the given claim and the global state space.  This allows Spin to provide a 

more comprehensive state-search facility.   

Details of the UPPAAL and Spin tools are given in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 
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Chapter 3.  The CARA Infusion Pump System 

3.1 Overview 

The Computer Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA) is a closed loop software system that 

drives a high output infusion pump (M100) used for fluid resuscitation of patients suffering from 

conditions that lead to hypotension.  The system uses blood pressure as the control for a 

proportional closed-loop control algorithm.  The CARA system is fielded on up to 3 platforms: 

Life Support for Trauma and Transport (LSTAT), DataPak and Warfighter Physiological Status 

Monitor (WPSM) collectively known as Hosts.  The software needs to accommodate various 

blood pressure inputs (e.g. arterial line, noninvasive cuff, pulse wave, etc). 

The requirements for the CARA system are specified by the four documents mentioned in 

Chapter 1. These documents can be obtained from Dr. Fred Pearce of the Walter Reed Army 

Institute of Research. 

The CARA is intended to support primary intravenous fluid resuscitation therapy to rapidly 

restore intravascular volume and blood pressure in patients with clinical shock, hypotension, and 

hypoperfusion states as a result of hemorrhagic blood loss, occult hemorrhage, neurogenic shock 

and septic shock.  The normal use is to attach a physiological monitoring device (PMD) like the 

LSTAT or DataPak to the patient by a caregiver, identified as a Medic, Nurse, or Doctor.  Once 

the PMD is attached, vital signs are taken and registered to the CARA.  The CARA responds 

according to the condition of the patient, which is determined by the patient’s blood pressure.  

The CARA’s intended use is for combat casualties but at times civilians may also be treated.  The 

CARA is limited to providing the care attributed to the feature set of the M100 infusion pump [8].  

The M100 pump can infuse crystalloid and colloid solutions at the rates of 6 liters per hour.  
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These solutions include, but are not limited to dextrose, water, lactated Ringers, saline, dextran, 

and Hespan. 

3.2 System Components 

The CARA is an integrated software system that drives or interacts with several other sub-

systems.  These include an FDA approved M100 pump, the Host, an alarm unit, a user interface 

that includes a graphical display with a set of buttons for the medic, and a log file.   

3.3 Modes of Operation 

At any given point in time, the CARA can be in one of three modes.  These include 

 The WAIT mode, during which all the subsystems are available but the pump is not 

connected to the Host.  

 The Manual operating mode, during which the pump is connected to the Host and the pump 

is infusing the fluid.  However, in this mode, the medic still has (manual) control over the 

system. 

 The Autocontrol mode, in which the medic relinquishes control and the system is operated 

entirely according to the CARA algorithm. 

The Manual mode is characterized by an open loop, as depicted in Figure 3.1.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Average BP 

HOST 

PUMP PATIENT 
Flow Rate 

Manual Control 

Figure 3.1 Open Loop Operation in Manual mode 
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As shown in the figure, the Host and the pump are both plugged in, and the pump is infusing 

fluids to the patient.  The Host collects the blood pressure readings and other vital signs from the 

patient, and simply displays them on the screen for the medic.  The medic has complete manual 

control over the pump, and it is he alone that manages the flow rate and volume to be infused by 

the pump.  The Alarm Unit, Log File and the User Interface are all operational in this mode. 

In the Autocontrol mode, which is characterized by a closed loop, as shown in Figure 3.2, the 

pump still continues infusion of fluids to the patient, and the Host still collects readings from the 

patient.  However, now the Host not only displays and logs all its readings, but it also feeds a 

control voltage back to the CARA.  Based on the readings from the Host, the CARA drives the 

pump, adjusting the flow rate and the volume of the fluid to be infused.  The medic still has the 

ability to terminate the Autocontrol mode and revert back to the Manual mode, but ideally the 

CARA should be able to manage all situations.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3.4 Typical Operational Setup 

The CARA is operational whenever the Host is powered on.  CARA monitors the pump plug to 

determine when a pump is plugged in.  When a pump is plugged in, the Host supplies power to 

the pump.  The CARA monitors the pump air lock line and impedance signals as long as the 

CARA 

Average BP 

HOST 

PUMP PATIENT 
Flow Rate 

Control 

Control Voltage 
/ Back-EMF 

Figure 3.2 Closed Loop Operation in Autocontrol mode 
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pump remains plugged in.  If a fault is detected, an appropriate error message is displayed, a 

short audible alarm sounds and a visible alarm indicator is lit.  The CARA monitors the back-

EMF line from the pump to keep track of infused fluids when the pump is operating in Manual 

mode.  If back-EMF is detected in Manual mode, the volume infused per minute is calculated and 

logged into a resuscitation file with the time and trended on a graphical display.  The fact that the 

pump is in Manual mode is also recorded in the resuscitation log file and shown on the display. 

The CARA is able to use blood pressure (BP) from any source to control its algorithm.  Blood 

pressure sources have the following priority for use: arterial line, other beat-to-beat pressures 

(pulse wave transmission, etc.), and cuff pressures.  If the CARA detects a blood pressure during 

Manual mode, it logs the pressure to the resuscitation file every minute.  If the source reports the 

blood pressure more than once a minute, an average over the minute is stored. The source and 

the time of the blood pressure are also recorded.  The blood pressure that is stored to file is also 

graphed on the display unit along with the flow rate.  

When the system is in Manual mode, a display screen is presented to the user that has the 

graphical representation of the infused volume and the blood pressure (if any).  The display 

screen also numerically shows the current flow rate, volume infused and current blood pressure.  

The display also allows the medic to enter a blood pressure to which the CARA aims to titrate 

(called the ‘set point’).  Once a blood pressure has been entered a ‘Start’ button becomes active 

allowing closed loop infusion to begin.  If the Start button is selected, the CARA enters the 

Autocontrol mode based on the currently available blood pressure. 

If the blood pressure is an arterial line, a 15-second average is calculated and used for control.  If 

an arterial line is not available, then other blood pressure sources are used.  If the pulse wave 

signal is detected, the CARA immediately begins to calibrate the pulse wave using an average of 

5 cuff pressures taken one minute apart.  It is expected that a valid pulse wave pressure reading 

will be available every 15 seconds for control purposes.  The pulse wave is re-calibrated every 30 
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minutes using the above procedure.  If a cuff pressure is used the CARA sets a blood pressure 

frequency based on the average BP calculated so far.  If the CARA can not get a valid blood 

pressure reading, a 5-second audible alarm sounds along with a visible indicator and an error 

message to the display unit.  The pump remains in Manual mode until the validity of the blood 

pressure is established.  Once a valid blood pressure has been established, the proportional 

controller calculates a voltage that drives the pump.  A notation indicating that the system is in 

Autocontrol mode is made on the display and in the resuscitation log file.  Also, a horizontal line 

indicating the blood pressure set point is shown on the graphical display.   

When the CARA is in Autocontrol mode a ‘Terminate Autocontrol’ button is made available.  

Whenever this button is selected, the Autocontrol mode is immediately terminated.  The drive 

voltage to the pump is set to 0 and control is returned to the pump.  A notation that the system is 

in Manual mode is made to the display unit and to the resuscitation log file. 

If the pump is unplugged while there is no back-EMF detected, the system does not respond.  If 

unplugged while back-EMF is detected, a 3-second audible alarm sounds, a visible indicator 

lights up, appropriate messages are displayed on the display unit and noted in the log file.  

Similarly, if the pump is unplugged during Autocontrol mode, a 5-second audible alarm sounds, 

a visible indicator lights up, and notations are made to the display unit and log file. 

While in Autocontrol mode, if a beat-to-beat blood pressure signal is lost for more than 1 minute 

a 3-second audible alarm sounds and a visible indicator lights up until the signal is restored.  

Notations are made on the graphical display unit and in the log file.  If the beat-to-beat signal is 

lost for more than 5 minutes, the CARA sounds an alarm for 5 seconds and turns off the pump by 

setting the drive voltage to 0.  If the cuff pressure is being used, a 3-second audible alarm is 

sounded if an expected blood pressure reading is more than 1 minute late.  If two successive 

readings are missed (the first reading missed and the second reading more than 1 minute late) a 
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5-second audible alarm is sounded and the drive voltage to the pump set to zero.  Notations are 

made to the log file and display in each case.   

3.5 Alarm Conditions 

Alarms in CARA are displayed and give an audible tone as well.  The alarms are listed to the 

CARA display on a priority basis, and are associated with a silencing time as well.  There are 2 

alarm levels.  A lower level alarm indicates that either input parameters are required or input 

parameters are not valid.   These low-level alarms do not impede the delivery of fluid to the 

patient.  Higher level alarms indicate that the patient is in peril.  Table 3.1 indicates the priority 

levels for all possible alarm conditions: 

Alarm Priority Silence Time 
Pump unplugged during Manual mode or Autocontrol mode 1 2 seconds 
Continuity Fault 2 5 seconds 
Impedance 3 2 seconds 
Occlusion 4 2 seconds 
Falling patient BP 5 2 seconds 
Failure to reach 60 mmHg in 5 minutes or failure to reach setpoint 
in 20 minutes 6 5 seconds 

Loss of control BP source 7 - 
No BP (polling failure/no data stream) 8 - 
Cuff pressures not available 9 - 
Cuff pressure is invalid (out of range) 10 - 
Can not measure BP after 3 minutes 11 - 
BP source can not be corroborated 12 - 
Loss of non-control BP source 13 - 

 Table 3.1 Alarm Priorities and Silence Times 
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3.6 Hazard Analysis 

The CARA system will be ultimately fielded on up to 3 platforms: LSTAT, DataPak and WPSM 

(Hosts).  The software will have to accommodate various blood pressure inputs (e.g. arterial line, 

non-invasive cuff, pulse wave, etc). The design of the CARA system is generic in form to 

accommodate the different architectures that it will ultimately be used on.  As a result, a true 

hazard analysis is difficult to accomplish in generic terms.  Until the system is actually tested on 

one of the above systems, the hazard analysis will take the approach of using the Usage Test 

Boundary for the CARA as the platform of choice. 

The intent of the hazard analysis is to determine what hazards may be present in the CARA 

system to the patient, caregiver, and any bystanders.  This will be an initial analysis that will 

need to be refined as the project develops to a point where the CARA is actually implemented 

and tested on one of the above platforms.  The Test Boundary is defined as shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 The test boundary for the CARA system 
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The main areas of the hazard analysis will concentrate on the following hazard areas: 

a. Incorrect therapy to the patient 

b. Incorrect dosages to the patient  

c. Possible harm to caregiver, patient, or bystander by interfacing with the pump 

d. Possible harm to caregiver in physical handling of the M100 and PMD 

e. Harm to patient via M100 infusion pump 

f. Harm to patient via PMD connections 

due to the following: 

1. Loss of power 

2. Complete failure of the CARA due to unknown systems failure, to include 

environmental factors such as heat and cold temperatures, Electro magnetic 

induction, and others 

3. Incorrect therapy due to CARA displaying incorrect information 

4. Failure of the CARA to display error messages 

5. Failure of the alarm/reset routines 

6. Failures of individual Hardware components of the Test Boundary 

7. Failure of the M100 infusion pump 

8. Failure due to indicators not working correctly 

3.7 Benefits of using Mathematical Models for CARA 

The advantages conferred by using mathematical models such as Spin and UPPAAL are 

effectively those associated with the more rigorous levels of formal methods, namely:  

 Mathematical models are more precise than an informal description written in natural 

language or in quasi-formal notations, such as pseudocode, diagrammatic techniques, and 

many Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) notations.  One aspect of precision is 

the need to examine and make explicit all underlying assumptions; hence, mathematical 
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models also tend to force a more thorough analysis.  In the case of CARA, it enables us to 

model temporal constraints and concurrent operation of the various sub-systems using 

UPPAAL and Spin respectively. 

 Mathematical models can be used to calculate and predict the behavior of the system or 

phenomenon modeled.  This helps us carry out realistic simulations of CARA in Spin and 

UPPAAL.  

 Mathematical models can be analyzed using established methods of mathematical reasoning. 

The axiomatic method that provides a discipline for proving properties and for deriving and 

predicting new behaviors from those already known is an example of one such method, in 

this case drawn from mathematical logic.  Both Spin and UPPAAL allow for verification 

based on LTL formulae. 

In the next two chapters, we detail our analysis of CARA using Spin and UPPAAL respectively. 
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Chapter 4.  The UPPAAL Model 

4.1 The UPPAAL Model Checker 

UPPAAL is a tool box for modeling, simulation and verification of real-time systems, based on 

constraint-solving, and on-the-fly techniques, developed jointly by the Design and Analysis of 

Real-Time Systems group at Uppsala University, Sweden and Basic Research in Computer 

Science at Aalborg University, Denmark.  

4.1.1 Introduction. 

UPPAAL offers an integrated tool environment for verifying (via automatic model-checking) and 

validating (via graphical simulation) real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata, 

extended with data types (bounded integers, arrays, etc.).  It consists of two main parts: a 

graphical user interface and a model-checker engine.  The idea here is to model a system using 

timed-automata, simulate it and then verify properties on it.  Transitions between states of the 

timed automata define how the system behaves. The simulation step consists of interactively 

running the system to check that it works as intended.  We can then use the verifier to check 

reachability properties, with the help of LTL formulae.  The model checking is basically an 

exhaustive search that covers all possible dynamic behaviors of the system.  More precisely, the 

engine uses on-the-fly verification combined with a symbolic technique reducing the verification 

problem to that of solving simple constraint systems [37, 27]. To facilitate modeling and 

debugging, the UPPAAL model-checker automatically generates a diagnostic trace that explains 

why a property is (or is not) satisfied by a system description. The diagnostic traces generated by 

the model-checker can be graphically visualized using the simulator. 
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4.1.2 An overview of UPPAAL. 

UPPAAL consists of three main parts: a description language, a simulator and a model-checker. 

The description language is a non-deterministic guarded command language with data types 

[28].  It serves as a modeling or design language to describe system behavior as networks of 

timed automata extended with data variables. The simulator and the model-checker are designed 

for interactive and automated analysis of system behavior by manipulating and solving 

constraints that represent the state-space of a system description.  The simulator enables 

examination of possible dynamic executions of a system during early modeling (or design) stages 

and thus provides an inexpensive mean of fault detection prior to verification by the model-

checker, which covers the exhaustive dynamic behavior of the system. 

The UPPAAL user-interface is built as a client/server architecture, with UPPAAL 's engine as the 

server and the GUI as the client.  Figure 4.1 shows an outline of the UPPAAL2k model.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The heart of the server, which includes the syntax and the model checker, is a single stepper, 

which allows stepping through the reachability graph of a system [5]. The single stepper is 

heavily used by the GUI's simulator.  The model-checker is designed to check for invariant and 

reachability properties, in particular whether certain combinations of control-nodes and 

constraints on clocks and integer variables are reachable from an initial configuration.  Other 

properties such as bounded liveness properties can be checked by reasoning about the system in 

Figure 4.1. The Client/Server architecture used in UPPAAL 
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the context of testing automata or simply decorating the system description with debugging 

information and then checking reachability properties.  The simulator allows the user to examine 

the dynamic behavior of a system in an interactive and graphical fashion.  In contrast to the 

model-checker, which explores the whole reachable state-space of a system - examining all the 

behavior of the system, the simulator explores only a particular execution trace i.e. a sequence of 

states of the system.  This provides an inexpensive mean of fault detection in early stages of 

modeling (or design).  In comparison, the model-checker is obviously more expensive (in terms 

of memory and time requirements) as it amounts to an exhaustive simulation covering all 

behavior of the system.  Another useful application of the simulator is to visualize a diagnostic 

trace generated by the model-checker; thus the user can in an interactive and graphical fashion 

examine the execution trace that may result in a system error. 

4.1.3  The Description of Models in UPPAAL. 

To facilitate modeling, UPPAAL provides both graphical and textual formats for the description 

language.  One can use either the textual format or the java-based graphical user interface [5] to 

define system descriptions, namely networks of timed automata.  As an example, Figure 4.2 gives 

the graphical description of a model for the Fischers Mutual Exclusion Protocol [4].  Figure 4.3 

gives a corresponding textual description for the same.  The textual format provides a basic 

programming language for timed automata. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Graphical Description of the Fischers Mutual Exclusion Protocol 

Config 
 
// A simplified version  
// of the Fischer’s  
// protocol. 
 
clock  x1, x2; 
int  id; 
system  P1, P2; 

 id == 0 
x1 := 0 

x1 <= 1 
x1 := 0 
id := 1 

x1 >= 2 
id == 1

 id == 0 
x2 := 0 

x2 <= 1 
x2 := 0 
id := 1 

x2 >= 2 
id == 1
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4.1.3.1.  Syntax 

The basis of the UPPAAL model is the notion of timed automata [1], developed by Alur and Dill 

as an extension of classical finite-state automata with clock variables.  To provide a more 

expressive model and to ease the modeling task, the timed automata is further extended with 

more general types of data variables such as boolean and integer variables.  Each transition in 

this extended automaton would be given as δ (l, g, a, φ) → l’, where g is a simple linear constraint 

over the clock variables and φ is a set of clocks to be reset to zero. δ (l, g, a, φ) → l’ can be 

interpreted as  “The process in control node l may perform a transition to the control node l’ if the 

clock constraint g (also called the enabling condition for the transition) is satisfied, thereby 

performing the label a, and resetting the clocks in φ.” [27].  The constraint g is called a guard.  

UPPAAL allows a more general form of guard that can also be a constraint over data variables, 

and extends the reset-operation on clocks in timed automata to data variables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.3. Textual Description of the Fischers Mutual Exclusion Protocol 

 // 
// Declarations 
// 
clock x1, x2; 
int id; 
 
// 
// Processes 
// 
process P1 { 
 state a, b, c, cs; 
 init a; 
 trans a -> b { 
  guard id == 0; 
  assign x1 := 0; 
 }, 
 b -> c { 
  guard x1 <= 1; 
  assign x1 := 0, id := 1; 
 }, 
 c -> cs { 
  guard x1 >= 2, id == 1; 
 }; 
} 
 
// 
// System Configuration 
// 
system P1,P2; 

// 
// System Configuration 
// 
system P1,P2; 
 
process P2 { 

state cs,c,b,a; 
init a; 
trans c -> cs { 

guard x2 >= 2, id == 2; 
}, 
b -> c { 

guard x2 <= 1; 
assign x2 := 0, id := 2; 

}, 
a -> b { 

guard id == 0; 
assign x2 := 0; 

}; 
} 
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4.1.3.2 Guards over Clock and Data Variables. 

A guard can be defined as a conjunction of timing and data constraints; a timing constraint is of 

the form: x ~ n or x - y ~ n, where n is a natural number and ~ ∈ {<=, >=, =, >, <}.  A data 

constraint is of a similar form i ~ j or i – j ~ k but with k being an arbitrary integer.  The default 

guard of an edge is True. 

4.1.3.3 Reset-Operations. 

When making a transition, clock and data variables may be subject to simple manipulations in 

terms of resets being assignments of the form w := e, where w is a clock or data variable and e is 

an expression. Up until version 3.0, reset-operations on clock variables were restricted to the 

simple form x := n, where n is a natural number, and reset-operations on integer variables were 

in the form i := c * I + c’, where c; c’ are integer constants (note that c; c’ may be zero or negative).  

These were extended to include decimals in version 3.1.   

4.1.3.4 Synchronization using Channels 

Automata in a UPPAAL model may communicate either via integer variables (which in UPPAAL 

are global) or using communication channels.  As in Spin, communication on channels occurs as 

two-process synchronizations.  To denote the actions that processes can perform when 

synchronizing with each other we use the notation a! and a? (denoting the complementary 

actions of sending and receiving on channel a).  To prevent a network from delaying in a 

situation where two components are already able to synchronize, a channel may be declared as 

being urgent.  For efficiency reasons, edges labeled with synchronization actions on urgent 

channels may not have guards on clocks. 
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4.1.3.5 Semantics 

Formally, states of a UPPAAL model are of the form (l, v), where l is a control vector indicating 

the current control node for each component of the network and v is an assignment given the 

current value for each clock and integer variable.  A model in UPPAAL determines the following 

two types of transitions between states [28]: 

Delay transitions.  As long as none of the invariants of the control nodes in the current state are 

violated, time may progress without affecting the control node vector and with all clock values 

incremented with the elapsed duration of time.  Thus, in Figure 4.4, from the initial state ((A0, B0); 

x = 0, y = 0, n = 0) time may elapse 3.5 time units, leading to the state ((A0, B0); x = 3.5, y = 3.5,       

n = 0).  However, time cannot elapse for 5 time units, as this would violate the invariant of B0. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action transitions.  If two complementary labeled edges of two different components are 

enabled in a state then they can synchronize. Thus in state ((A0, B0); x = 3.5, y = 3.5, n = 0), the two 

components can synchronize on a leading to the new state ((A1, B1); x = 0, y = 0, n = 5)  (note that 

x, y, n have been appropriately updated).  If a component has an internal edge enabled, the edge 

can be taken without any synchronization. Thus in state ((A1, B1); x = 0, y = 0, n = 5), the B-

component can perform without synchronizing with A, leading to the state ((A1, B2); x = 0, y = 0, 

n = 6). 

Figure 4.4. An example UPPAAL model 
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The above two types of transitions may be overruled by presence of urgent channels and 

committed locations in the following ways: 

Urgent Channels.  In a state where two components may synchronize on an urgent channel no 

further delay is allowed.  Thus, in Figure 4.4, if channel a is urgent, time may not elapse 3.5 units 

from the initial state ((A0, B0); x = 0, y = 0, n = 0) as synchronization on a is already possible in the 

state ((A0, B0); x = 3, y = 3, n = 0). 

Committed Locations.  If in a state, one of the components is in a control node labeled as being 

committed, no delay is allowed to occur and any action transition (synchronization or not) must 

involve the particular component (the component is so-to-speak committed to continue).  In the 

state ((A1, B1); x = 0, y = 0, n = 5), B1 is committed; thus without any delay the next transition must 

involve the B-component; i.e. the next state of the network is ((A1, B2); x = 0, y = 0, n = 6).  Hence 

the two first transitions of B are guaranteed to be performed atomically. 

4.1.3.6 Model Checking 

The model-checking procedure implemented in UPPAAL is based on an interpretation using a 

finite-state symbolic semantics of networks.  The logic is interpreted with respect to symbolic 

states of the form (l, D), where D is a constraint system (i.e. a conjunction of atomic clock and data 

constraints) and l a control vector.  Thus, a symbolic state (l, D) represents all the states (l, v) 

where v satisfies the constraint D.  Based on this notion of symbolic state, the heart of the 

UPPAAL model-checking procedure is the abstract reachability algorithm shown in Figure 4.5, 

which reduces the reachability problem to that of solving simple constraint systems.  The 

algorithm is to check whether a timed automaton may reach a state satisfying a given state 

formula β[25]. 
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The algorithm depends heavily on the test operations for checking the inclusion D ⊆ D’ (i.e. the 

inclusion between constraints D and D’) and the emptiness of Ds in constructing the successor set 

SUCC of (l, D).  Clearly, it is important to design efficient data structures and algorithms for the 

representation and manipulation of clock constraints.  UPPAAL uses one such data structure, 

known as Difference Bounded Matrices [16], DBM, which offers a canonical representation for 

constraint systems.  A DBM representation is a weighted directed graph where the vertices 

correspond to clocks (including a zero-clock) and the weights on the edges stand for the bounds 

on the differences between pairs of clocks. 

In UPPAAL, the implementation the reachability algorithm of Figure 4.5 is extended so that a 

diagnostic trace is automatically generated as a side-effect in case reachability is established.  If 

Figure 4.5.  The algorithm for Symbolic Reachability Analysis 

PASSED := { } 
WAITING := {(l0, D0)} 
repeat 

begin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
end 

until WAITING = { }  
return “NO” 

 

get (l, D) from WAITING 
if (l, D) |= β then return “YES”  
else if D ⊄ D’ for all (l, D’) ∈ PASSED then 

begin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
end 

add (l, D) to PASSED 
SUCC := {(ls, Ds): (l, D) → (ls, Ds) ∧  Ds ≠ φ} 
for all (ls, Ds) in SUCC do 

put (ls, Ds) to WAITING 
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the symbolic state-space is examined in a breadth-first manner (corresponding to organizing the 

waiting set as a queue), the trace is guaranteed to be the shortest possible. 

4.1.4 Optimizations 

As DBM gives an explicit bound for the difference between each pair of clocks, its space-usage is 

in the order of O(n2), where n is the number of clocks. However, in practice it often turns out that 

most of these bounds are redundant.  UPPAAL employs three different optimization techniques 

for space and time savings: 

1. by providing a new compact data structure for DBM, which provides minimal and canonical 

representations of clock constraints with a minimization of the weighted directed graph 

representing the constraint system, 

2. by using a global reduction technique to reduce the total number of symbolic states to save in 

the global data structure, i.e. the passed list, and 

3. by saving the symbolic state-space generated during checking of a property and re-using it in 

the checking of other properties.  In cases where several correctness properties have to be 

examined this leads to significant time savings. 

4.2 Modeling CARA Using UPPAAL 

The CARA was modeled in UPPAAL with the help of processes emulating the behavior of 

system components.  The processes all use clocks (clock variables) that are local to them, but are 

synchronized with each other.  Channels are used to communicate between processes.  Loosely, 

the processes can be categorized as 

a. System Processes, which are used to define the operation of each unit in the system.  These 

include the CARA (the algorithm itself), the Pump, and the Alarm unit.   
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b. Observers, which are add-on automata in charge of detecting events without perturbing the 

observed system.  In our model, Observers are used to modify certain global variables and 

study their effect on the system during simulation.  

A brief description of these processes follows. 

4.2.1 The CARA Process. 

The CARA process is designed as an elaborate automaton with various locations representing 

possible states that the system may exist in at any given time.  Transitions between states are 

modeled based upon the values of global variables corresponding to the mode, the BP source, 

cuff readings, etc. and the current clock readings.  Channels are used to issue alarms, in case such 

an error is detected, and also to synchronize with other processes.  The locations are constantly 

checked for any indication of errors or missed readings that may cause an alarm.  Since multiple 

synchronizations are not allowed in UPPAAL, committed locations are used to simulate actions 

that are performed simultaneously.  

4.2.2 The Pump Process. 

The Pump process is used to generate readings (cuff and beat-to-beat) based on the mode and 

blood pressure source values.  The process lies dormant till it receives a message to generate a 

cuff reading (indicating that the system is in Autocontrol mode and that the cuff pressures are 

inflated).  Upon receiving this message, the process generates a blood pressure reading non-

deterministically.  It then continues in a loop, checking for the blood pressure source and 

producing cuff pressure or beat-to-beat readings correspondingly.  At any instant if the system 

reverts to Manual mode, the process breaks out of the loop and waits for the next request for a 

(cuff) reading. 
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4.2.3 The Alarm Process. 

The alarm process simulates the possible alarm conditions that may arise during the operation of 

the CARA system, as given in Table 2.1.  A distinction is made between level 1 and level 2 alarms; 

moreover, each alarm condition is associated with a certain priority. The lowest priority is used 

to indicate that none of the other conditions hold true, and corresponds to a ‘No alarm’ state.  The 

process also incorporates the silence and reset buttons with a silence-time corresponding to each 

of the alarm conditions.  On receiving a ‘silence’ signal, the alarm is disabled for the duration 

given by the silence-time, to allow for the bug to be fixed.  On receiving a reset signal, all alarms 

are flushed and the alarm is set to the lowest priority.  

4.2.4 The Observers. 

The Observers in the CARA model include the processes Medic, Patient, CheckPump, and 

CheckEMF.  The Medic process mimics the role of a medic controlling the functioning of the 

CARA system.  This consists of sending messages to start and terminate Autocontrol mode 

(based on the current mode and the status of the pump and the Host) and to decide whether or 

not to override a non-corroborated blood pressure source.  

The Patient process simply makes a transition on each reading, updating the flow rate and the 

average blood pressure in the process. 

The CheckPump and CheckEMF observers emulate the polling process in the CARA system.  

Both processes maintain a set of variables to indicate the status of the system.  These variables 

corresponding to the back-EMF, impedance, connections, airlock and occlusion are non-

deterministically assigned truth-values in the course of the various transitions.  The variables, in 

turn trigger the various error signals that are sent to the Alarm process.   

The complete Cara model designed in UPPAAL is given in Appendix A. 
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4.3 Simulation Using UPPAAL 

The CARA model described above can be simulated using the UPPAAL Simulator.  An instance 

is created for each process defined, and declared in the System definition.  The Simulator 

produces an execution trace for each instance of the processes defined, maintaining a set of 

variables as it goes along.  The Simulator also allows a trace file to be maintained containing a list 

of all the transitions made, and allows for either a manual selection of the transitions or a random 

set of transitions (with variable speed) while producing the execution trace.  Simulation of the 

CARA model ascertains proper execution of the processes, and provides an effective means of 

studying and debugging the model.  The simulation is used to ensure the following.  

 All states of the automata network are reached. 

 Average Blood pressure and flow rates are in conformance with expected values. 

 No deadlocks are detected during the execution. 

 Proper synchronization occurs between the different processes. 

 Alarms are generated at the correct times and have the correct priority and silence times. 

A screen shot of the UPPAAL Simulator is given in Appendix D, depicting the execution trace of 

the CARA model. 

4.4 Verification Using UPPAAL 

UPPAAL does not provide an exhaustive state search, or a protocol analyzer like Spin, however it 

does provide a query analyzer.  Thus, the verification of the CARA model is carried out with the 

help of linear temporal logic (LTL) formulae.  Specifications of the CARA system (as given by the 

requirement documents) are translated into LTL formulae in the form of queries, and 

subsequently verified for correctness using the UPPAAL Query Analyzer.  A list of these queries 

can be found in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 5.  The Spin Model 

5.1 The Spin Model Checker 

Spin is a generic verification system that supports the design and verification of asynchronous 

process systems [22, 24]. Spin verification models are focused on proving the correctness of 

process interactions, and they attempt to abstract as much as possible from internal sequential 

computations. Process interactions can be specified in Spin with rendezvous primitives, with 

asynchronous message passing through buffered channels, through access to shared variables, or 

with any combination of these. Spin accepts design specifications written in the verification 

language Promela (a Process Meta Language), and it accepts correctness claims specified in the 

syntax of standard Linear Temporal Logic.  The description of a concurrent system in Promela 

consists of one or more user-defined process templates, or proctype definitions, and at least one 

process instantiation.  The templates define the behavior of different types of processes. Any 

running process can instantiate further asynchronous processes, using the process templates.   

The basic structure of the Spin model checker is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  The typical mode of 

working is to start with the specification of a high level model of a concurrent system, or 

distributed algorithm, typically using Spin’s graphical front-end XSpin.  After fixing syntax 

errors, interactive simulation is performed until basic confidence is gained that the design 

behaves as intended.  Then, in a third step, Spin is used to generate an optimized on-the-fly 

verification program from the high level specification.  This verifier is compiled, with possible 

compile-time choices for the types of reduction algorithms to be used, and executed.  If any 

counterexamples to the correctness claims are detected, these can be fed back into the interactive 

simulator and inspected in detail to establish, and remove, their cause. 
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5.1.1 Operation 

Spin translates each process template into a finite automaton.  The global behavior of the 

concurrent system is obtained by computing an asynchronous interleaving product of automata, 

one automaton per asynchronous process behavior.  The resulting global system behavior is itself 

again represented by an automaton.  This interleaving product is often referred to as the state 

space of the system, and, because it can easily be represented as a graph, it is also commonly 

referred to as the global reachability graph.   

Figure 5.1 The structure of Spin simulation and Verification 
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To perform verification, Spin takes a correctness claim that is specified as a temporal logic 

formula, converts that formula into a Büchi automaton, and computes the synchronous product 

of this claim and the automaton representing the global state space.  The result is again a Büchi 

automaton.  If the language accepted by this automaton is empty, the original claim is not 

satisfied for the given system.  If the language is nonempty, it contains precisely those behaviors 

that satisfy the original temporal logic formula. Spin uses the correctness claims (and temporal 

logic formulae) to formalize systems erroneous system behaviors, i.e., behaviors that are 

undesirable.  The verification process then either proves that such behaviors are impossible or it 

provides detailed examples of behaviors that match.   

In the worst case, the global reachability graph has the size of the Cartesian product of all 

component systems.  The specification language Promela is defined in such a way that each 

component always has a strictly finite range.  This applies to processes (which can have only 

finitely many control states), but also to all local and global variables (which can have only 

finitely many distinct values), and all message channels (each with bounded and user-defined 

capacity). 

The entire computation, starting from the individual concurrent components and a single Büchi 

automaton representing the correctness claim, is done by Spin in one single procedure, using a 

nested depth-first search algorithm [15].  The algorithm terminates when an acceptance cycle is 

found (which then constitutes a counterexample to a correctness requirement), or, when no 

counterexample exists, when the complete intersection product has been computed. 

5.1.2 The Nested Depth-First Search Algorithm 

A Büchi automaton accepts a system execution if and only if that execution forces it to pass 

through one or more of its accepting states infinitely often.  We call such behaviors acceptance 

cycles.  For an infinite execution to exist in a finite system, the behavior must be cyclic.  The cycle 
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detection method used in Spin is of central importance as it must be compatible with all modes of 

verification, including exhaustive search, bit-state hashing, and partial order reduction 

techniques. 

The principle of the nested depth-first search algorithm is as follows.  For an accepting cycle to 

exist in the reachability graph at least one accepting state must be both reachable from the initial 

system state (the root of the graph) and it must be reachable from itself.  The first depth-first 

search establishes which accepting states are reachable from the initial system state.  The second 

(nested) search starts at each accepting state thus detected, and it checks whether or not that state 

is reachable from itself.  If it is, a complete execution sequence that includes the acceptance cycle 

has also been constructed: it is the concatenation of all the steps that are on both the first and the 

second depth-first search stack.  In the context of the Spin model checker, this execution sequence 

always equates to a counterexample of a user-defined correctness claim, and it can be printed as 

proof that the correctness claim is invalid for the system as specified. 

The nested depth-first search algorithm does not preserve the capability to detect all possible 

acceptance cycles that may appear in the reachability graph.  It can, however, be proven to detect 

at least one such cycle if one or more cycles exists [23, 15].  Since acceptance cycles in Spin 

constitute counterexamples to correctness claims, establishing either their absence or their 

presence always suffices for the purposes of verification. 

The nested depth first search algorithm in Spin is extended with an optional weak fairness 

constraint, using Choueka’s flag construction method [15].  Under the weak fairness constraint, 

every process that contains at least one transition that remains enabled infinitely long is 

guaranteed to execute that transition within finite time. 
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5.1.3 Büchi Automata from LTL Formulae 

LTL formulae can be used to express both safety and liveness properties.  An LTL formula f may 

contain any lowercase propositional symbol p, combined with unary or binary, Boolean and/or 

temporal operators.  The grammar for LTL is given in Figure 5.2 below. 

f  ::= p 
   true 
   false 
   ( f ) 
   f binop f 
   unop f 
   
   
unop   ::= [ ] (always) 
   < > (eventually) 
   !        (logical negation) 
    
    
binop ::= U (strong until) 
   && (logical and) 
   || (logical or) 
   → (implication) 
   ↔ (equivalence) 

 

 

For instance, the LTL property [ ] (p U q) states that it is always guaranteed that p remains true at 

least until q becomes true.  Similarly, [ ] (< > p) states that at any point in an execution it is 

guaranteed that eventually p will become true at least once more.  The automata generated by 

Spin for the above two formulae are shown in figure 5.3, written in the syntax of Promela [23].  

Both automata contain one non-accepting state (the initial state of the Büchi automaton, T0) and 

one accepting state (named accept here), as illustrated in the figure. 

Figure 5.2 The Grammar for Linear Temporal Logic 
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5.1.4 Partial Order Reduction and Memory Management 

Spin uses a partial order reduction method [32] to reduce the number of reachable states that 

must be explored to complete verification. The reduction is based on the observation that the 

validity of an LTL formula is often insensitive to the order in which concurrent and 

independently executed events are interleaved in the depth-first search.  Instead of generating an 

exhaustive state space that includes all execution sequences as paths, the verifier can generate a 

reduced state space, with only representatives of classes of execution sequences that are 

indistinguishable for a given correctness property.  The implementation of this reduction method 

is based on a static reduction technique that, before the actual verification begins, identifies cases 

where partial order reduction rules can safely be applied when the verification itself is 

performed.   

Spin also uses two memory optimization techniques to economize the memory requirements of a 

reachability analysis.  State Compression maintains separate descriptors for channels, processes, 

Figure 5.3 Promela Syntax for two LTL formulae 
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and local and global variables, and uses unique indices to the local descriptors in the global state 

vector.  Bit-State Hashing, or Supertrace technique gives a high-coverage approximation of the 

results of an exhaustive run in relatively small amounts of memory.  The algorithm uses two bits 

of memory to store a reachable state.  The bit-addresses are computed with two statistically 

independent hash functions.  Details of these techniques are given in [23]. 

5.2 Modeling CARA using Spin 

The CARA algorithm is modeled in Spin by defining a number of processes (or proctypes).  Each 

proctype corresponds to an independent process in the CARA system.  The init process invokes 

and spawns four concurrent processes: Cara, Pump, Medic, and Alarm using the run statement.  

Other processes are in turn invoked from within these four.  The processes make use of certain 

global constants, channels and variables, some of which are counters used to simulate a real time 

clock that determine the behavior of the algorithm.  A brief description of the various processes 

defined in the model is given below. 

5.2.1 The Cara Process 

The Cara process runs in an infinite loop as long as the pump is connected to the Host.  During 

each iteration of the loop, the current mode and input are checked, and the flow rate and back-

EMF are set accordingly.  Errors and missed readings are checked for, and if detected, suitable 

alarms and messages are generated; the mode is reverted if necessary.  Counters are used as 

clocks to invoke the polling processes at every 5-second and 60-second intervals.  The counters 

are also used for corroboration and to monitor the cuff and blood pressure readings.  In case 

corroboration fails, an error message is generated or the uncorroborated source is used.  The 

decision is made non-deterministically.  Similar decisions are made by the Medic process to 

override the current source and by the Pump process to determine the value of the next cuff 

reading. 
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5.2.2 The Pump Process 

The Pump process simulates the functioning of the M100 pump, and is responsible for generating 

the cuff and blood pressure readings.  The process differentiates between corroborated and 

uncorroborated blood pressure inputs by considering them as separate sources.  The readings are 

generated at fixed intervals (depending upon the source) that depend on the value of the clock 

counters.  The blood pressure readings vary between 40mm and 140mm of Hg, any reading not 

within this range is considered to be a missed reading.  The pump is designed to allow for a few 

missed readings for a realistic simulation.  The value of the reading (or missed reading) is 

determined non-deterministically.  In the event of a missed reading, suitable alarms are 

generated, which are passed to the Alarm process as messages.   

5.2.3 The CalculateVoltage Process 

This process is used to calculate the control voltage that drives the pump during the operation of 

CARA.  Following the closed loop behavior of CARA, the control voltage is based on the value of 

the average BP.  It is a simplistic algorithm that varies the control voltage linearly from full on 

SET_POINT_MIN (40mm Hg) or below to KVO when the setpoint is achieved. 

5.2.4 The Alarm process 

The Alarm process models the behavior of the system in the event that any of the errors listed in 

Table 2.1 occur.  The process is notified of the error by other processes through a message sent on 

the chanAlarm channel (a rendezvous channel).  On receiving a signal on this channel, an 

appropriate message is displayed and the alarm priorities are adjusted. 

5.2.5 Other processes 

The other processes include the Medic process that emulates medical personnel in selecting the 

buttons provided during the simulation of the system.  The Corroborate process simply sets a 
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flag to indicate success or failure of the corroboration process.  The Poll5Sec and Poll60Sec 

processes implement the polling mechanism that occurs in Cara, checking the back-EMF, 

adjusting the flow rate, and displaying the cumulative volume infused at fixed intervals.  

Counters used as clocks again govern these intervals. 

The complete Cara model designed in Spin is given in Appendix B. 

5.3 Simulation Using Spin 

The model described above was used to simulate the functioning of the CARA system using 

Spin. Spin provides the message sequence chart, the data values for each variable, and the status 

of each line being executed during simulation, that help trace the behavior of the system.  Inline 

assertions, end-state labels, acceptance-state labels, and progress-state labels are used to catch 

anomalies in the system.  Appendix E shows a screen shot of the message sequence chart during 

a simulation of the CARA model (using default parameters).  The sequence chart shows various 

messages passed between processes and their effect on the system, through the variables.  During 

the simulation, different sets of statements were selected to simulate different combinations of 

error conditions and alarm signals in the CARA system.  The interactive mode was used to 

exhaustively test for unreachable states and deadlocks.  This task, however is better performed by 

the Spin Verifier. 

5.4 Verification Using Spin 

Verification of a model in Spin is performed by performing an exhaustive state space search on 

the model, to verify inline assertions, end-state labels, progress-state labels, acceptance-state 

labels, LTL properties, or never-claims.  This search is achieved by the Spin verifier pan (short for 

protocol analyzer).  However, due to the large state space of the CARA model, pan inevitably ran 

out of memory when the model was verified in its entirety.  The verification of the CARA model 
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was achieved by testing subsets of the model individually with pan, using the simulator to detect 

violations, and with the help of LTL properties.  Specifications of the CARA system (as given by 

the requirements document) were translated into LTL formulae (or never-claims) and verified for 

correctness using the Spin LTL Property Manager.  The list of these formulae can be found in 

Appendix C.  
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CHAPTER 6.  RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The use of formal method based modeling and analysis techniques was fully justified for the 

CARA system, as several errors were detected in the specifications provided.  The complete list of 

these errors is given in section 6.2 below.  A somewhat less tangible advantage was that during 

the exhaustive specification and verification of the CARA system, a much better understanding 

of the system requirements was obtained, making it much easier to design and implement the 

system in the later stages of the development cycle.  A number of issues were raised while 

modeling the CARA system (as discussed below), with many ambiguous requirements being 

clarified, and the model revised accordingly.  The extra effort expended at this stage would 

clearly result in a substantial saving during implementation.   

6.1 Simulation Issues 

The simulation of CARA was performed by emulating the fluid infusion process and the various 

possible responses for the patient.  Various parameters were considered during the simulation, 

viz.  

1. The blood pressure readings were varied to emulate the behavior of the patient responding 

to the infusion.  The behavior of the system was observed at several valid and invalid values 

including all the ranges specified in the requirements.  The patient's response to BP readings 

at typical and boundary values (30, 55, 65, 75, 95 and 125 mm Hg) was studied. 

2. Selective parts of the models were executed to simulate the different combinations of error 

conditions and alarm signals in the CARA system.  The responses to the error conditions 

were noted and rectified against the requirement documents. 

3. The reaction of the system to manual intervention was studied by simulating the medic and 

the actions performed by him, i.e. the pressing of the various buttons controlled by him to 

activate/deactivate the system, silence the alarms etc.  
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4. CARA being a real-time system, the various timing constraints imposed by the requirements 

document were checked.  For example, the airlock alarm must be triggered exactly 10 

seconds after an airlock has been detected; this was verified during the simulation. 

5. The channel synchronizations between processes were studied and verified.  Although only 

rendezvous communication was used in the models, checks were made for any deadlocks 

and unbalanced messages in the models.  This was done to verify the correctness of the 

models themselves, rather than verify requirements. 

6. A certain level of abstraction was used for certain parts of the CARA system that could not be 

easily modeled and/or were not vitally important as far as verifying the system was 

concerned.  For example, the corroboration process was not defined in detail, but simply 

used as a black box that returns a signal indication success or failure.  

6.2 Findings 

During the modeling and verification of the CARA system using Spin and UPPAAL, there were a 

number of queries raised by the analyst to clarify requirements that seemed vague or ambiguous. 

Most of these queries were settled by the WRAIR on report, either by clarifying the ambiguity, or 

making suitable changes to the requirement documents.  We report here only the requirements 

that were found to be erroneous or incomplete, and led to changes in the specification.  Broadly, 

these errors can be classified into three categories: 

1. Anomalies found in the requirements.  These anomalies are conflicting requirements found 

within the tagged requirements document.  

2. Missing Requirements.  These are specification that are ambiguous or provide insufficient 

information. 

3. Inconsistencies across documents.  These include inconsistencies across the tagged 

requirements, specification documents, and the Q&A document. 
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6.2.1 Anomalies 

There were three anomalies detected in the tagged requirements document.  These are given 

below.   

1. The first anomaly detected was related to cuff pressure readings.  According to one 

specification, when cuff pressures are used, CARA should immediately initiate 5 readings at 

an interval of 5 minutes.  However, another requirement gave a table for cuff pressure 

intervals ranging from 1 minute to 10 minutes.  This was in contradiction to the earlier 

specification.  On reporting this error, a rectification was made to the tagged requirements, 

stating that the frequency table should dictate the number of cuff readings done at all times 

and references to the five specifically required initial cuff readings should be removed. 

2. The second anomaly also involved the cuff pressure readings.  According to one 

specification, cuff pressure readings could be at an interval of as much as 10 minutes.  

However another requirement stated that CARA must return to Manual mode if no cuff 

pressure reading is detected in 3 minutes. On clarifying this, it was decided that the second 

requirement pertains only to cases where a primary blood pressure source (apart from cuff 

pressures) is available.  When cuff pressures are the only source, then CARA should revert to 

Manual mode if two successive readings are missed. 

3. The third anomaly involved the set-point value in the requirements document.  All the values 

specified in the requirements, including a few lookup tables assume that the set point is 

always maintained at its default value of 70 mm Hg.  However, if the medic modifies the set 

point, these values would need to be changed as well.  This anomaly was confirmed and 

rectified on report. 
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6.2.2 Missing Specifications. 

Apart from the anomalies, there were also a number of queries raised to clarify requirements that 

seemed vague or ambiguous.  Most of these queries were settled by the WRAIR on report, 

however there were at least four sections where the specifications were found to be incomplete.  

A list of these missing specifications is given below. 

1. The tagged requirements document contained an alarm table specifying various alarm 

conditions, along with the priorities and silence times for each.  However, the alarm table 

was found to be incomplete, as a number of alarm conditions and their respective priorities 

and silence times were not listed therein.  A comprehensive alarm table was provided 

thereafter. 

2. Insufficient information was provided by the tagged requirements document regarding the 

use of uncorroborated beat-to-beat source.  According to the requirements, each 

uncorroborated blood pressure reading should be corroborated with the cuff pressure.  

However it did not specify the action to be taken when the cuff pressures are not available.  

Clarifications were made on this issue, and it was suggested that an arterial line could be 

used if the cuff pressures were not available; or if no other source were present, the 

uncorroborated readings should be used.  An alarm would also be issued to notify the medic 

of the absence of a non-control BP source. 

3. A similar error was noted in tag 43.  The requirement stated that if the beat-to-beat signal 

were lost for more than 3 minutes, CARA would revert to using secondary blood pressure 

sources using appropriate quality control procedures.  It was not clear what steps would be 

taken if no secondary sources were available.  Also, the reference to the “appropriate quality 

procedures” was ambiguous.  On report, it was suggested that CARA would revert to 

Manual mode in such cases. 
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4. One of the most important features of the CARA model is the feedback loop that controls the 

flow rate of the fluids to be infused, as described in chapter 2.  However, the relation between 

the flow rate and back-EMF, and the relation between back-EMF and the control voltage 

were not clearly delineated in any of the specification documents.  When reported, we were 

told that this is a field that is still under study, and a certain amount of abstraction could be 

used to model these dependencies.  Later on, a table was provided that gave a mapping 

between the control voltage and the flow rate.  The relation between average blood pressure 

readings and the control voltage was assumed to be linear.  

6.2.3 Inconsistency between documents 

Several discrepancies were observed among the documents giving the specifications for the 

CARA system during the modeling and verification process.  This includes chiefly the tagged 

requirements, the functional specifications document, and the Q&A document that provides 

answers to a number of queries regarding the CARA specifications.  These discrepancies are 

listed below. 

1. The tagged requirements document and the updated alarm table specify the alarm priorities 

and silence time, but fail to classify the alarms as either level 1 or level 2.  It was not clear how 

the alarm priorities corresponded to the levels mentioned in the functional specifications 

document. 

2. Certain alarm conditions specified in the updated alarm table (such as Failure to reach 60 

mmHg in 5 minutes) do not find any mention in either the tagged requirements document or 

the functional specifications.  These were assumed to be an appendage to the alarm 

conditions. 

3. As a response regarding some clarifications for A-line and Pulse wave devices, it was 

suggested that the signal should be considered lost if no readings were available for 120 
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seconds.  Also, a level-1 alarm should be generated at 90 sec.  However, according to 

requirements 42 and 43 in the tagged requirements document, alarms were to be generated if 

a beat-to-beat signal is lost for more than 1 minute (for a low-level alarm) or 3 minutes (for a 

high-level alarm).  The point was clarified, and it was suggested that the 90/120-second 

limits should be used. 

4. The functional specifications document refers to a level-1 alarm in case of missing parameters 

or incorrect parameters.  The tagged requirements do not mention any parameters that need 

to be entered.  On inquiry, it was clarified that the parameters were replaced by the set point 

value and were adjusted with the help of up-down buttons. 

5. The functional specifications document suggests that the priorities for blood pressure sources 

is given as:  

i) Arterial line 

ii) Cuff pressure 

iii) Pulse wave 

However, the tagged requirements states that the priorities for the same are given as: 

i) Arterial line 

ii) Pulse wave 

iii) Cuff pressure 

The latter was established as the correct priority for blood pressure sources. 

6. The tagged requirements document and the updated alarm table do not contain any mention 

of an alarm due to loss of power, however the functional specifications document mentioned 

it quite clearly.  This discrepancy was reported, and has not yet been resolved. 
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6.3 Comparison Between Spin and UPPAAL 

One of the main aims of the design of the CARA system was to assess the utility of the two tools, 

Spin and UPPAAL for modeling and designing safety-critical medical devices.  Both tools proved 

to be quite effective as far as specification and analysis were concerned; however both offered 

certain advantages and drawbacks when compared to the other.  The results of this comparison 

are given in this section, classified on the basis of:  

i. ease of designing the system (from the viewpoint of the designer);  

ii. the underlying automata and their implementation in the two tools; and 

iii. the efficacy of the tools.   

6.3.1 Comparison based on Ease of Use 

1. UPPAAL focuses mainly on the transitions between the different states of a process.  Even 

when described textually, UPPAAL requires the designer to encode all transitions between 

each state manually. Spin on the other hand makes use of executable statements that modifies 

variables as a side effect.  This makes it more natural to model a system graphically in 

UPPAAL, whereas Spin makes it convenient to write a Promela specification textually. 

2. Since UPPAAL is transition-specific, a model in UPPAAL requires a large number of 

transitions to be defined for each state.  This not only clutters up the model, but also makes it 

rather cumbersome to debug the model.  Omitting some of the transitions could lead to a 

deadlock in the system as well. Spin on the other hand generates the automata automatically 

based on the process definitions; thus the designer need not worry about the various 

transitions in the model. 

3. Both Spin and UPPAAL do not support floating-point numbers.  UPPAAL till recently also 

had the restriction that only a numeric constant could be assigned to a variable.  This 
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restriction has been removed in the newer versions.  These factors caused a certain amount of 

abstraction to be used in the models, e.g. the use of pseudo-decimal numbers. 

4. Fundamental to modeling in UPPAAL is the notion of real-time clock variables.  UPPAAL 

allows clock variables to be defined (globally and locally), reset during transitions and used 

in guard conditions by comparison with numeric constants. Spin on the other hand does not 

provide any temporal variables, and all clock operations in Spin are modeled using simple 

counters acting as clocks.  This is by far the single most significant advantage of UPPAAL 

over Spin while modeling systems that involve real-time responses. 

5. Another beneficial feature of UPPAAL is the possibility of committed locations, which makes 

possible a quite natural modeling of the broadcast behavior needed in the case study. In 

contrast Promela cannot apply the atomicity construct on sequences of send and receive 

statements as these might be blocking. 

6.3.2 Comparison based on the Implementation of the tools 

1. Although both Spin and UPPAAL use LTL formulae to perform verification, there is a 

difference in their implementation. Spin computes the synchronous product of the given 

claim and the global state space.  The language accepted by the resulting Buchi automaton is 

then used to either prove that the claim is impossible or provides detailed examples of 

behaviors that match.  UPPAAL on the other hand performs verification with the help of a 

modified reachability algorithm for a simple constraint system that results in a rather limited 

verification capability. 

2. Though UPPAAL is relatively easier to use, its verification language results in a somewhat 

limited expressiveness as compared to Promela.  Many temporal logic properties cannot be 

expressed directly or easily in UPPAAL.  Properties like bounded-liveness need to be 

checked with the construction of additional test automata (observers), placing extra burden 
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on the model specifiers.  By contrast, Spin provides automatic translation of linear temporal 

logic (LTL) properties to never claims, letting model specifiers reason about properties at a 

more generic level instead of at the actual verification language level. 

3. Both models have a large number of total possible states (over a hundred billion), and the 

time required for simulation and verification of LTL properties is comparable.  However, 

Spin requires a considerably larger amount of memory (even when bit-state hashing is used).  

However, this may be attributed to the fact that Spin offers a much more exhaustive search 

mechanism that requires maintaining the entire global state space. 

4. Spin provides a much more sophisticated channel communication mechanism compared to 

UPPAAL.  UPPAAL allows only rendezvous communication, unlike Spin, that can have 

more than one message in the channel queue, thus allowing asynchronous communication.  

Moreover, Spin allows variables (including integers, bytes or even other channels) to be 

passed through the channel, whereas a signal in UPPAAL can be used only as a trigger to 

indicate or trigger an event. 

6.3.3 Comparison based on Efficacy of the tools 

Both tools were very effective in detecting the errors in the CARA specification through modeling 

and verification.  Table 6.1 gives a comparison of the number of errors detected by the two tools.   

 

 Modeling in 
UPPAAL 

Verification 
in UPPAAL 

Modeling in 
SPIN 

Verification 
in SPIN 

Number of New Queries 12 6 3 1 

Number of Anomalies 3 3 3 3 

Number of Missing 
Requirements 3 3 3 4 

Number of Inconsistencies 5 6 6 6 

 
Table 6.1  Comparison of Errors Detected by UPPAAL and Spin 
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It should be noted here though that the UPPAAL model was constructed and verified prior to 

modeling in Spin, and thus we have much fewer new queries raised while using Spin.  Most of 

the errors were detected during the modeling process itself, whereas verification provided a 

more comprehensive check and enabled detection of subtler errors.  From the table, we can 

observe that the results from UPPAAL and Spin are fairly similar.  These results are in fact also 

comparable to results obtained by other formal methods [12, 17] used to analyze CARA.   

6.4 Conclusions 

UPPAAL was found to be an easy to use formal method tool suitable for modeling systems with 

real-time constraints.  Concurrent systems that are not data-dependent would find UPPAAL 

appealing.  Spin on the other hand provides a much richer feature set and a more complete 

modeling language but lacks timing support.  It would be ideally suited for exhaustive 

verification of concurrent systems that are not time intensive. 

The effort required for modeling the CARA system in UPPAAL and Spin was also found to be 

comparable.  Whereas the learning curve for UPPAAL was less steep, it was easier to debug the 

model in Spin, owing to its superior simulation environment.  Again, since the system was 

modeled in UPPAAL before Spin, the basic structure of the design for Spin was already available.  

This resulted in a lesser amount of time required for modeling the system therein.  Tables 6.2 and 

6.3 give an estimate of the effort spent using UPPAAL and Spin respectively. 
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Activity Time taken 

Studying and understanding the various requirement documents* 8 weeks   / 160 hrs 

Clarification of various requirements* 3 weeks   / 60 hrs 

Learning Spin 4 weeks   / 80 hrs 

Modeling the CARA system  10 weeks / 200 hrs 

Troubleshooting / Refining the model 5 weeks   / 100 hrs 

Verification of the CARA system 3 weeks   / 60 hrs 

Total 33 weeks / 660 hrs 

At an average of 20 hours per week, total time spent = 33 * 20, or 660 person-hours 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity Time taken 

Studying and understanding the various requirement documents 8 weeks   / 160 hrs 

Clarification of various requirements 3 weeks   / 60 hrs 

Learning UPPAAL 6 weeks   / 120 hrs 

Modeling the CARA system  6 weeks   / 120 hrs 

Troubleshooting / Refining the model 3 weeks   / 60 hrs 

Verification of the CARA system 4 weeks   / 80 hrs  

Total 30 weeks / 600 hrs 

At an average of 20 hours per week, total time spent = 30 * 20, or 600 person-hours 
 

 

From the tables above, the total effort required for the modeling and verification of the two tools 

was calculated to be 52 weeks, or one person-year (approximately 1000 person-hours).  This 

might seem to be a considerable amount on the face of it; however, taking into account the 

number of errors detected during of the modeling and analysis, and the repercussions these 

would have had if they were not detected, or even fixed at a later stage, the effort spent is 

justified.  Moreover, the effort noted above was calculated taking into consideration the time 

                                                 
*This effort was expended before the modeling process, and is thus irrespective of the tool. 
 

Table 6.2  Effort required for modeling the CARA system in UPPAAL 

Table 6.3  Effort required for modeling the CARA system in Spin 
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taken to learn the two tools and getting familiarized with the system domain.  If only one of these 

tools were chosen from the onset, and used by analysts familiar with the tool and the CARA 

system, the effort required would be cut down dramatically.  Using figures from Pressman [34], a 

typical four-person team would have been able to model and verify the CARA system in as little 

as two person-months.  This is clearly a drastic improvement over the one person-year figure. 

Lastly, the effort expended during modeling and verification would be of great assistance during 

the design and debugging phases, since the designer would already be well acquainted with the 

nuances of the system, and most of the contentious issues would already have been resolved.  

This would result in considerable effort being saved during the later parts of the system 

development cycle as well. 

Taking into consideration all these factors, it would be safe to conclude that the use of formal 

methods based tools for a safety-critical medical system like CARA is not only feasible, but also 

entirely justified.  

[END OF DOCUMENT] 
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Appendix A: The CARA Model in UPPAAL 

const FALSE 0; 
const TRUE 1; 
 
// mode of operation of CARA 
const wait 0; 
const manual 1; 
const auto 2; 
int[0,2] mode:=wait; 
 
// indicates whether connections b/w the host and the pump are proper 
// 1 indicates proper connections 
int[0,1] connected:=1; 
 
int[0,1] airlock, occlusion, discontinuity; 
 
chan not_connected;  
chan discontinuous; 
chan air_nok;  
chan occ_nok; 
 
// signals a pump error, which could be any of the above listed signals 
chan pump_error; 
 
// indicates no pump error when TRUE 
int[0,1] pump_ok:=TRUE; 
 
int[0,10] back_emf; 
int[0,10] impedance; 
 
chan emf_error; 
chan imp_error; 
 
const none 0; 
const aline 1; 
const pulse 2; 
const cuff 3; 
// the input line used 
int[0,3] input; 
 
// indicates that the start AC and Terminate AC buttons are available 
int[0,1] acbuttons; 
 
// indicates that the override (Yes/No) buttons are available. 
int[0,1] overbuttons; 
 
// signals to indicate starting and ending the Autocontrol mode.   
// Sent when the 'start AC' and 'Terminate AC' buttons are pressed. 
chan startac; 
chan termac; 
 
// the respective BP readings from the input sources 
int[0, 140] b2b_rdg, cuff_rdg; 
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// signal to initiate Cuff Pressure reading 
chan read_cuff; 
 
// signal to initiate beat-to-beat reading 
chan read_b2b; 
 
// signals to reset and (temporarily) silence the alarm. 
chan reset; 
chan silence; 
 
// signal to indicate that no cuff pressures are detected 
int[FALSE, TRUE] no_cuff;  
 
// signal to indicate that no BP source is detected 
int[FALSE, TRUE] no_source; 
 
// signals indicating that the override/don't override buttons have been pressed  
chan override, dont_override; 
 
// the average value of the BP calculated 
int[0,140] avg_bp := 0; 
 
// indicates that a reading has been missed 
chan reading_missed; 
 
// counter for number of successive missed readings 
int[1,2] missed; 
 
// Signal to start the corroboration process 
chan corr; 
 
// signals indicating success/failure of the corroboration process 
chan success, failure; 
 
int[FALSE, TRUE] reading_lost_1min; 
int[FALSE, TRUE] reading_lost_3min; 
int[FALSE, TRUE] falling_bp; 
 
// const level1 1; 
// const level2 2; 
 
// alarm priorities vary as  
const al_not_connected 1; 
const al_discontinuous 2; 
const al_occ_nok 3; 
const al_air_nok 4; 
const al_imp_error 5; 
const al_emf_error 6;  
const al_falling_bp 7; 
const al_reading_lost_3min 8; 
const al_failed_setpt 9;  
const al_failed_60mm 10; 
const al_lost_bpsource 11; 
const al_no_cuff 12; 
const al_no_corroboration 13; 
const al_no_source  14; 
const al_none 15; 
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int[1,15] alarm:=15; 
 
// indicates that the bp source (control or non-control) is lost 
int[FALSE, TRUE] lost_bpsource; 
 
// signal sent when a bp reading has been taken 
//chan signal; 
 
// silence time. May be 0, 2 or 5 
int[0,5] sil_time; 
 
// signal sent to indicate return to manual mode 
chan back; 
 
// signal to initiate calculation of average BP 
chan average; 
 
// counter to calculate average BP 
int count; 
 
// Aggregate of the BP count so far 
int[0,140] agg_bp:=0; 
 
process CARA{ 
clock bp_clk, corr_clk; 
state Wait, Display1, Log1, Manual, ActivateButtons, AC, InitializePump, InflateCuff, Display2, 
CorroborateArtLine, Alarm1, Override1, CheckALine, UnCorrB2B, CheckPulseWave, Alarm2, Override2, 
CorrB2B, CorrPWave, Override3, CuffPressure, Temp, ReadBP1, Temp1, Temp2, SetCuffFrequency, Temp4, 
Temp3, ReadBP, CheckReCorr1, CheckReCorr2, BPSourceLost, UnCorrb2bRdg, ReturnMan, UnCorCuff; 
commit Display1, Log1, InitializePump, InflateCuff, Display2, Alarm1, Override1, CheckALine, UnCorrB2B, 
Override2, CorrPWave, Override3, CuffPressure, Temp, ReadBP1, Temp2, Temp3, ReadBP, CheckReCorr1, 
CheckReCorr2, BPSourceLost, BPSourceLost, UnCorrb2bRdg, ReturnMan, ReturnMan, UnCorCuff, 
UnCorCuff; 
 
init Wait; 
trans Wait -> Display1{guard connected==TRUE; }, 
Display1 -> Log1{}, 
Log1 -> Manual{assign mode:=manual, input:=cuff; }, 
Manual -> Manual{sync pump_error?; }, 
Wait -> Wait{guard connected==FALSE; }, 
Manual -> ActivateButtons{guard pump_ok==TRUE; assign acbuttons:=TRUE; }, 
ActivateButtons -> Manual{sync pump_error?; assign acbuttons:=FALSE, mode:=manual; }, 
ActivateButtons -> AC{sync startac!; assign mode:=auto; }, 
AC -> Manual{sync pump_error?; assign mode:=manual, acbuttons:=FALSE; }, 
AC -> InitializePump{guard pump_ok==TRUE; assign agg_bp:=0, count:=0, avg_bp:=0; }, 
InitializePump -> InflateCuff{sync read_cuff!; }, 
InflateCuff -> Display2{guard cuff_rdg==0; }, 
InflateCuff -> CorroborateArtLine{guard cuff_rdg>0; sync corr!; }, 
Display2 -> Alarm1{assign no_cuff:=TRUE; }, 
Alarm1 -> Override1{assign overbuttons:=TRUE; }, 
Override1 -> InitializePump{sync reset!; }, 
Override1 -> CheckALine{sync override!; assign input:=cuff; }, 
CheckALine -> UnCorrB2B{guard b2b_rdg>0; assign input:=aline; }, 
CheckALine -> CheckPulseWave{guard b2b_rdg==0; }, 
CheckPulseWave -> Alarm2{guard b2b_rdg==0; }, 
CheckPulseWave -> UnCorrB2B{guard b2b_rdg>0; assign input:=pulse; }, 
Override1 -> ReturnMan{sync dont_override!; assign acbuttons:=FALSE; }, 
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Alarm2 -> Manual{assign acbuttons:=FALSE, no_source:=TRUE, mode:=manual, input:=cuff; }, 
CorroborateArtLine -> Override2{sync failure?; assign overbuttons:=TRUE; }, 
CorroborateArtLine -> CorrB2B{sync success?; assign input:=aline, corr_clk:=0, bp_clk:=0; }, 
Override2 -> UnCorrB2B{sync override!; assign input:=aline; }, 
Override2 -> Temp{sync dont_override!; }, 
CorrPWave -> Override3{sync failure?; assign overbuttons:=TRUE; }, 
CorrPWave -> CorrB2B{sync success?; assign input:=pulse, corr_clk:=0, bp_clk:=0; }, 
Override3 -> CuffPressure{sync dont_override!; assign input:=cuff, bp_clk:=0, corr_clk:=0; }, 
Temp -> CorrPWave{sync corr!; }, 
Override3 -> UnCorrB2B{sync override!; assign input:=pulse; }, 
CorrB2B -> ReadBP1{guard bp_clk>=15, bp_clk<60; sync read_b2b!; }, 
ReadBP1 -> CheckReCorr1{assign bp_clk:=0; }, 
CorrB2B -> Temp1{guard bp_clk>=60, bp_clk<180; assign reading_lost_1min:=TRUE; }, 
Temp1 -> Temp2{guard bp_clk>180; assign reading_lost_3min:=TRUE; }, 
AC -> Manual{sync termac!; assign mode:=manual, acbuttons:=FALSE; }, 
CorrB2B -> Temp2{sync termac!; }, 
CorrB2B -> Temp2{sync pump_error?; }, 
CorrB2B -> Temp2{guard falling_bp==TRUE; }, 
Temp1 -> Temp2{sync pump_error?; }, 
Temp1 -> Temp2{sync termac!; }, 
Temp1 -> Temp2{guard falling_bp==TRUE; }, 
Temp1 -> ReadBP1{guard bp_clk<180; sync read_b2b!; }, 
CheckReCorr1 -> CorroborateArtLine{guard corr_clk>=1800; sync corr!; }, 
CuffPressure -> SetCuffFrequency{guard avg_bp>60, avg_bp<=70; assign bp_clk:=480; }, 
CuffPressure -> SetCuffFrequency{guard avg_bp<=60; assign bp_clk:=540; }, 
CuffPressure -> SetCuffFrequency{guard avg_bp>70, avg_bp<=90; assign bp_clk:=300; }, 
CuffPressure -> SetCuffFrequency{guard avg_bp>90; assign bp_clk:=0; }, 
SetCuffFrequency -> Temp4{guard bp_clk>=780; sync reading_missed!; assign missed:=1; }, 
Temp4 -> Temp3{guard bp_clk>=780; sync reading_missed!; assign missed:=2; }, 
SetCuffFrequency -> ReadBP{guard bp_clk>=600, bp_clk<780; sync read_cuff!; }, 
Temp4 -> ReadBP{guard bp_clk>=600, bp_clk<780; sync read_cuff!; }, 
ReadBP -> CheckReCorr2{assign bp_clk:=0; }, 
SetCuffFrequency -> Temp3{sync pump_error?; }, 
SetCuffFrequency -> Temp3{sync termac!; }, 
Temp4 -> Temp3{sync pump_error?; }, 
Temp4 -> Temp3{sync termac!; }, 
SetCuffFrequency -> Temp3{guard falling_bp==TRUE; }, 
Temp4 -> Temp3{guard falling_bp==TRUE; }, 
CheckReCorr1 -> CorrB2B{guard corr_clk<1800; }, 
CheckReCorr2 -> CuffPressure{guard corr_clk<1800; }, 
CheckReCorr2 -> CorroborateArtLine{guard corr_clk>=1800; sync corr!; }, 
Temp2 -> BPSourceLost{assign lost_bpsource:=TRUE; }, 
Temp3 -> BPSourceLost{assign lost_bpsource:=TRUE; }, 
BPSourceLost -> Manual{sync read_cuff!; assign acbuttons:=FALSE, mode:=manual, input:=cuff; }, 
CorrB2B -> CorrB2B{guard bp_clk<15; }, 
UnCorrB2B -> UnCorrb2bRdg{sync read_b2b!; }, 
UnCorrb2bRdg -> InflateCuff{}, 
ReturnMan -> Manual{sync back!; assign input:=cuff, mode:=manual; }, 
UnCorrB2B -> UnCorCuff{sync read_cuff!; }, 
UnCorCuff -> InflateCuff{}, 
BPSourceLost -> Manual{sync back!; assign acbuttons:=FALSE, mode:=manual, input:=cuff; }; 
} 
 
process CheckPump{ 
// used to check whether the airlock signal is low for >10 seconds  
clock air_clk; 
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state CheckConnections, CheckContinuity, CheckOcclusion, CheckAirlock, Display1, Error1, NoError, 
Display2, Error2, Display3, Error3, Display4, Error4, Temp, LogImpedance; 
commit Display1, Error1, Display2, Display2, Error2, Error2, Display3, Display3, Error3, Error3, Display4, 
Display4, Error4, Error4, Temp, LogImpedance; 
 
init CheckConnections; 
trans CheckConnections -> Display1{guard mode>wait,  
connected==FALSE; sync not_connected!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Display1 -> Error1{}, 
CheckConnections -> CheckConnections{guard mode==wait,  
connected==0; }, 
Error1 -> CheckContinuity{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckConnections -> CheckContinuity{guard connected==TRUE; }, 
CheckContinuity -> CheckOcclusion{guard discontinuity==FALSE; }, 
CheckOcclusion -> Temp{guard occlusion==FALSE; }, 
CheckAirlock -> NoError{guard airlock==FALSE; }, 
CheckContinuity -> Display2{guard discontinuity==TRUE; sync discontinuous!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Display2 -> Error2{}, 
Error2 -> CheckOcclusion{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckOcclusion -> Display3{guard occlusion==TRUE; sync occ_nok!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Display3 -> Error3{}, 
Error3 -> Temp{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckAirlock -> Display4{guard airlock==TRUE, air_clk>=10; sync air_nok!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Display4 -> LogImpedance{}, 
Error4 -> NoError{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
NoError -> CheckConnections{}, 
Temp -> CheckAirlock{guard airlock==TRUE; }, 
Temp -> CheckAirlock{guard airlock==FALSE; assign air_clk:=0; }, 
CheckAirlock -> NoError{guard airlock==TRUE, air_clk<10; }, 
LogImpedance -> Error4{}; 
} 
 
process CheckEMF{ 
// clocks to trigger 5-second and 60-second events 
clock clk1, clk2; 
state NotConnected, Connected{clk1<=5, clk2<=60}, CheckEMF1, Display1, CheckImpedance1, CheckEMF2, 
Display2, Log2, CheckImpedance2, Error1, Error2, Temp, Error3, Error4; 
commit Temp; 
urgent CheckEMF1, CheckEMF1, CheckEMF1, Display1, Display1, CheckImpedance1, CheckImpedance1, 
CheckEMF2, CheckEMF2, Display2, Display2, Log2, Log2, CheckImpedance2, CheckImpedance2; 
 
init NotConnected; 
trans NotConnected -> Connected{guard connected==TRUE; assign clk1:=5, clk2:=0; }, 
Connected -> CheckEMF2{guard clk2==60; }, 
Connected -> CheckEMF1{guard clk2<60, clk1==5; assign clk1:=0; }, 
CheckEMF1 -> Display1{guard back_emf>0; }, 
Display1 -> CheckImpedance1{}, 
CheckEMF2 -> Display2{guard back_emf>0; }, 
Display2 -> CheckImpedance2{}, 
CheckImpedance2 -> Log2{guard impedance>0; }, 
Temp -> Connected{assign clk1:=0; }, 
Log2 -> Connected{assign clk2:=0; }, 
CheckEMF1 -> Error1{guard back_emf==0; sync emf_error!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Error1 -> Display1{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckImpedance1 -> Error2{guard impedance==0; sync imp_error!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Error2 -> Temp{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckImpedance1 -> Temp{guard impedance>0; }, 
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CheckEMF2 -> Error3{guard back_emf==0; sync emf_error!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Error3 -> Display2{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }, 
CheckImpedance2 -> Error4{guard impedance==0; sync imp_error!; assign mode:=manual; }, 
Error4 -> Log2{sync pump_error!; assign pump_ok:=FALSE; }; 
} 
 
process Corroborate{ 
state Hold, StartCorr; 
commit StartCorr; 
 
init Hold; 
trans Hold -> StartCorr{sync corr?; }, 
StartCorr -> Hold{sync success!; }, 
StartCorr -> Hold{sync failure!; }; 
} 
 
process Medic{ 
// the avg_bp is used ad hoc to signal term_ac 
state Medic1; 
 
init Medic1; 
trans Medic1 -> Medic1{guard acbuttons==TRUE, mode==manual; sync startac?; }, 
Medic1 -> Medic1{guard acbuttons==TRUE, mode==auto; sync termac?; assign acbuttons:=FALSE; }, 
Medic1 -> Medic1{guard overbuttons==TRUE; sync override?; assign overbuttons:=FALSE; }, 
Medic1 -> Medic1{guard overbuttons==TRUE; sync dont_override?; assign overbuttons:=FALSE; }; 
} 
 
process Pump{ 
state Start, InflateCuff, CheckInput, B2B, B2BReading, Return2, Return1, Return3; 
commit InflateCuff, InflateCuff, CheckInput, B2BReading; 
urgent B2B; 
 
init Start; 
trans Start -> InflateCuff{sync read_cuff?; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=65; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=95; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=55; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=125; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=30; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=75; }, 
InflateCuff -> CheckInput{sync average!; assign cuff_rdg:=0; }, 
CheckInput -> B2B{guard input==pulse; }, 
CheckInput -> B2B{guard input==aline; }, 
Return1 -> InflateCuff{sync read_cuff?; }, 
Return2 -> InflateCuff{sync read_cuff?; }, 
B2B -> B2BReading{guard mode==auto; sync read_b2b?; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=65; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=55; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=30; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=0; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=75; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=95; }, 
B2BReading -> Return2{sync average!; assign b2b_rdg:=125; }, 
Return2 -> B2BReading{sync read_b2b?; }, 
CheckInput -> Return1{guard input==cuff; }, 
B2B -> Start{guard mode==auto; sync back?; }, 
Return2 -> Return3{guard mode==auto; sync back?; }, 
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Return3 -> InflateCuff{sync read_cuff?; }; 
} 
 
process Alarm{ 
// clock to keep track of silence time 
clock clk; 
state NoAlarm, L1Alarm, SilencePressed, L2Alarm; 
commit L1Alarm, L2Alarm; 
urgent SilencePressed; 
 
init NoAlarm; 
trans NoAlarm -> L2Alarm{guard alarm>al_not_connected, discontinuity==TRUE; assign 
alarm:=al_discontinuous, sil_time:=5; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_occ_nok, airlock==TRUE; assign alarm:=al_air_nok, sil_time:=2; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_air_nok, impedance==0; assign alarm:=al_imp_error, sil_time:=2; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_imp_error, back_emf==0; assign alarm:=al_emf_error, sil_time:=5; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_emf_error, falling_bp==TRUE; assign alarm:=al_falling_bp, 
sil_time:=2; }, 
L1Alarm -> NoAlarm{}, 
NoAlarm -> SilencePressed{sync silence?; assign clk:=0; }, 
SilencePressed -> NoAlarm{guard clk>=2, sil_time==2; }, 
SilencePressed -> NoAlarm{guard clk>=5, sil_time==5; }, 
L2Alarm -> NoAlarm{}, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_falling_bp, reading_lost_3min==TRUE; assign 
alarm:=al_reading_lost_3min, sil_time:=0; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_reading_lost_3min, lost_bpsource==TRUE; assign 
alarm:=al_lost_bpsource, sil_time:=0; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_discontinuous, occlusion==TRUE; assign alarm:=al_occ_nok, 
sil_time:=2; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_lost_bpsource, no_cuff==TRUE; assign alarm:=al_no_cuff, 
sil_time:=0; }, 
NoAlarm -> L1Alarm{guard alarm>al_no_cuff, no_source==TRUE; assign alarm:=al_no_source, sil_time:=0; 
}, 
NoAlarm -> L2Alarm{guard connected==FALSE; assign alarm:=al_not_connected, sil_time:=2; }, 
NoAlarm -> NoAlarm{sync reset?; assign alarm:=15; }; 
} 
 
process Patient{ 
// the previous average values of the BP 
int[0,140] avg_bp_old1; 
int[0,140] avg_bp_old2; 
state Patient1; 
 
init Patient1; 
trans Patient1 -> Patient1{guard cuff_rdg<(avg_bp-10); assign falling_bp:=TRUE; }, 
Patient1 -> Patient1{guard input==cuff; sync average?; assign avg_bp_old2:=avg_bp_old1, 
avg_bp_old1:=avg_bp, 
agg_bp:=(agg_bp+cuff_rdg), avg_bp:=agg_bp/count, count:=count+1; }, 
Patient1 -> Patient1{guard cuff_rdg>(avg_bp-10); assign falling_bp:=FALSE; }, 
Patient1 -> Patient1{guard avg_bp_old1<avg_bp_old2,  
avg_bp<avg_bp_old1; assign falling_bp:=TRUE; }, 
Patient1 -> Patient1{guard avg_bp_old1<avg_bp; assign falling_bp:=FALSE; }, 
Patient1 -> Patient1{guard input>0, input<3; sync average?; assign avg_bp_old2:=avg_bp_old1, 
avg_bp_old1:=avg_bp, 
agg_bp:=(agg_bp+b2b_rdg), avg_bp:=agg_bp/count, count:=count+1; }; 
} 
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// Process assignments. 
cara:=CARA(); 
checkpump:=CheckPump(); 
checkemf:=CheckEMF(); 
medic:=Medic(); 
pump:=Pump(); 
corroborate:=Corroborate(); 
al:=Alarm(); 
patient:=Patient();//Edit system definition. 
 
system cara, checkpump, checkemf, medic, pump, corroborate, al, patient; 
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Appendix B: The CARA Model in Spin 

/**** CONSTANTS ****/ 
#define TRUE  1; 
#define FALSE 0; 
 
/* used to indicate the result of the corroboration process */ 
#define FAILURE 0; 
#define SUCCESS 1; 
 
/* the modes CARA can be in */ 
#define WAIT   0; 
#define MANUAL  1; 
#define AC   2; 
 
/* the types of input sources */ 
#define UNDEF    0; 
#define NONE     1; 
#define CORR_ALINE   2; 
#define CORR_PULSE   3; 
#define UNCORR_ALINE   4; 
#define UNCORR_PULSE   5; 
#define CUFF     6; 
 
/* the various alarm signals */ 
#define al_notConnected  1; 
#define al_discontinuity   2; 
#define al_noImpedance   3; 
#define al_backEMF   4; 
#define al_airLock   5;  
#define al_occlusion   6; 
#define al_noControlBP   7; 
#define al_lostBPSource   8; 
#define al_noCuff   9; 
/*#define al_cuffInvalid   10;*/ 
#define al_bpLost3min  11; 
#define al_uncorrBP   12; 
/*#define al_noNonControlBP  13;*/ 
#define al_bpLost1min  14; /*not defined in alarm table */ 
 
/* signals used by the chanMedic channel */ 
#define displayOverrideButtons 0;  
#define displayStartACButton   1;  
#define displayTermButton  2; 
#define overrideNo     3; 
#define overrideYes    4; 
#define acPressed    5; 
#define termPressed    6; 
 
/* signals used by the chanTerm channel */ 
#define termAlarm  0; 
#define termMedic  1; 
#define termPump   2; 
 
/* the back EMF threshold values that determine the flow rate */ 
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#define KVO   0;  
#define POINT_ZEROTHREE 3 
#define POINT_ONE  4; 
#define POINT_THREE  5; 
#define POINT_SEVEN  6; 
#define ONE   7; 
 
/**** VARIABLES ****/ 
byte connected=TRUE;   /* indicates whether the pump is connected to the Host or not */ 
byte discontinuity=FALSE;  /* when TRUE, indicates a discontinuity in the wires */  
byte noImpedance=FALSE; /* when TRUE, indicates that the impedance value is zero */ 
int  backEMF=0;   /* when TRUE, indicates that back-emf is present */ 
byte flowRate=0; 
byte airLock=FALSE;  /* when TRUE, indicates that an airlock has been detected */ 
byte occlusion=FALSE;  /* when TRUE, indicates that occlusion has been detected */ 
byte alarmPriority=0;  /* indicates the priority of the alarm */ 
 
int cuffRdg=70;   /* the BP reading as taken by the cuff pressure */ 
int aLineRdg;   /* the BP reading as taken by the Arterial Line */ 
int pulseRdg;   /* the BP reading as taken by the Pulse Wave */ 
int averageBP;   /* the average of the BP readings so far */ 
int rdgCount;   /* the number of readings taken since CARA entered AC mode */ 
 
byte mode  = WAIT;   /* the current mode CARA is in */ 
byte input = UNDEF;  /* the type of input source available */ 
 
int cumVolume=0;  /* the cumulative Volume infused so far; could be misleading once the 
int limit is reached*/ 
int controlVoltage=0;  /* the control voltage used to drive the pump */  
 
chan chanAlarm = [0] of {byte}; /* sends signal to the Alarm unit */ 
chan chanMedic = [0] of {byte}; /* used to activate buttons and indicate button pushed */ 
chan chanPump  = [0] of {int}; /* used to send the various BP readings to CARA */ 
chan chanTerm  = [0] of {byte}; /* used to terminate the processes*/ 
chan chanCorr  = [0] of {byte};  /* used to signal the result of corroboration */ 
 
/**** PROCESSES ****/ 
 
byte count; 
byte corroborated   /* used to indicate whether corroboration has taken place already */ 
byte corrClk;   /* used as a timer for re-corroboration */ 
byte pollClk1 
byte pollClk2;   /* used as timers for Polling emf and calculating flow rate */ 
 
proctype Cara () 
{ 
 
 do 
 /* if there are no proper connections, revert to WAIT mode.  
    Added a break here, so that if and when the pump is disconnected, the process terminates 
 */ 
 :: connected==FALSE -> mode=WAIT; input=UNDEF; chanTerm!termMedic;  

atomic {chanTerm!termAlarm; alarmPriority=1}; chanTerm!termPump; break 
 :: connected==TRUE  -> 
  if 
  :: mode==WAIT -> mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
  :: timeout    -> skip 
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  fi 
 :: mode==MANUAL ->  
  averageBP=0; rdgCount=0;  
  /* this is done to simulate the back EMF > 0 alarm in manual mode.  Ideally back EMF  

should be 0 in Manual mode. The skip statement is used to let back EMF have its current 
value. */ 

  if 
  :: backEMF=0; 
  /* Combinations of these are uncommented to simulate various alarm conditions */ 
  /** 
  :: discontinuity = TRUE 
  :: discontinuity  = FALSE 
  :: airLock = TRUE 
  :: airLock = FALSE 
  :: occlusion = TRUE 
  :: occlusion = FALSE 
  :: noImpedance = TRUE 
  :: noImpedance  = FALSE 
  :: skip   
  */ 
  fi; 
  if 
  :: discontinuity==TRUE  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_discontinuity; alarmPriority=2} 
  :: discontinuity==FALSE -> 
     if 
     :: noImpedance==TRUE  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_noImpedance; alarmPriority=3} 
     :: noImpedance==FALSE -> 
   if 
   :: backEMF>0   -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_backEMF; alarmPriority=4}  
   :: backEMF==FALSE -> 
      if 
      :: airLock==TRUE  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_airLock; alarmPriority=5} 
      :: airLock==FALSE -> 
    if 
    :: occlusion==TRUE  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_occlusion; 

alarmPriority=6} 
    :: occlusion==FALSE -> atomic  {chanMedic!displayStartACButton ->  

chanMedic?acPressed -> mode=AC;  
input=NONE; corrClk=0; 
controlVoltage=0; 
backEMF=POINT_ZEROTHREE } 

    fi 
      fi 
   fi 
     fi 
  fi 
  :: timeout -> skip  
 :: mode==AC ->  
  /*Corroborate here */ 
  assert (connected==1); 
  labelCorr: 
  if 
  :: corroborated==FALSE -> 
     run Corroborate (); 
     if  
     :: chanCorr?SUCCESS -> corroborated=TRUE 
     :: chanCorr?FAILURE -> mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF;  
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atomic {chanAlarm!al_uncorrBP; alarmPriority=12} 
     fi; 
  :: corroborated==TRUE  -> skip 
  fi; 
 
  /* Combinations of these are uncommented to simulate various alarm conditions */ 
  /** 
  if 
  :: discontinuity = TRUE 
  :: discontinuity  = FALSE 
  :: airLock  = TRUE 
  :: airLock  = FALSE 
  :: occlusion = TRUE 
  :: occlusion = FALSE 
  :: noImpedance = TRUE 
  :: noImpedance  = FALSE 
  :: skip   
  fi; 
  */ 
   
  if  
  :: discontinuity==TRUE   -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_discontinuity; alarmPriority=2};  

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
  :: discontinuity==FALSE  -> 
     if 
     :: noImpedance==TRUE    -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_noImpedance;  

alarmPriority=3};   mode=MANUAL;  
input=UNDEF 

     :: noImpedance==FALSE   -> 
        if 
        :: airLock==TRUE     -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_airLock; alarmPriority=5};     

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
        :: airLock==FALSE    -> 
         if 
         :: occlusion==TRUE   -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_occlusion; alarmPriority=6};     

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
      :: occlusion==FALSE -> skip 
         fi 
   fi 
     fi 
  fi; 
 
  if 
  /** might be a good idea to comment the next line, for a more realistic simulation **/ 
  /**:: atomic {chanMedic!displayTermButton -> chanMedic?termPressed ->  

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF }*/ 
  :: input==NONE -> 
     if 
     :: /* the cuff reading is 0; hence sound alarm and display override buttons */ 
   atomic {cuffRdg==0 -> 
   chanMedic!displayOverrideButtons; /**chanAlarm!al_noCuff*/ } 
   if 
   :: chanMedic?overrideNo  -> mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
   :: chanMedic?overrideYes ->  
    if 
    :: input=UNCORR_ALINE 
    :: input=UNCORR_PULSE 
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    /*Since cuff reading is already known to be zero (Cuff Pressure  
unavailable), we do not have input=CUFF here*/ 

    :: {chanAlarm!al_noControlBP -> alarmPriority=7};  
mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 

    fi 
   :: timeout -> skip 
   fi 
     :: cuffRdg>0   ->  /* the cuff reading is not 0; get a source, if available */  
   if 
   /* Comment for checking with various combinations of available sources. */ 
   :: input=CORR_ALINE 
   :: input=CORR_PULSE 
   :: input=CUFF 
   :: atomic {chanAlarm!al_noControlBP -> alarmPriority=7};  

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
   fi 
     /**:: skip */ 
     fi 
  :: input==CORR_ALINE  ->  
     if 
     :: chanPump?aLineRdg -> printf("ALine rdg: %d, rdg Count: %d, average BP: %d\n",  

aLineRdg, rdgCount, averageBP);  
   rdgCount=rdgCount+1; averageBP=(averageBP*(rdgCount- 

1)+aLineRdg)/rdgCount 
     :: timeout -> skip    /* no reading, do nothing */ 
     fi  
  :: input==UNCORR_ALINE -> input=CORR_ALINE   

/* compare each input with the cuff reading.  If within 10%, change to CORR_ALINE */ 
  :: input==CORR_PULSE  -> 
     if 
     :: chanPump?pulseRdg -> printf("Pulse rdg: %d, rdg Count: %d, average BP: %d\n",  

pulseRdg, rdgCount, averageBP);  
   rdgCount=rdgCount+1; averageBP=(averageBP*(rdgCount- 

1)+pulseRdg)/rdgCount 
     :: timeout -> skip 
     fi 
  :: input==UNCORR_PULSE -> input=CORR_PULSE   

/* compare each input with the cuff reading.  If within 10%, change to CORR_PULSE */ 
  :: input==CUFF    ->  
     if 
     :: chanPump?cuffRdg -> printf("Cuff rdg: %d, rdg Count: %d, average BP: %d\n",  

cuffRdg, rdgCount, averageBP);  
   rdgCount=rdgCount+1; averageBP=(averageBP*(rdgCount- 

1)+cuffRdg)/rdgCount 
     :: timeout -> skip 
     fi 
  :: count>100  -> connected=FALSE  /* used to terminate the process */ 
  :: corrClk>10 -> corroborated=FALSE /* used to re-corroborate the source */ 
  :: count=count+1; corrClk=corrClk+1;   
     pollClk1=pollClk1+1; pollClk2=pollClk2+2; 
     if 
     :: pollClk1==5 -> run Poll5Sec(); pollClk1=0 
     :: pollClk1!=5 -> skip 
     fi; 
     if  
     :: pollClk2==60 -> run Poll60Sec(); pollClk2=0 
     :: pollClk2!=60 -> skip 
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     fi  
  fi 
 od 
} 
 
int aLineClk=0; 
int pulseClk=0; 
int cuffClk=0; 
int cuffInt=0;  /* the interval at which cuff pressures will be taken */ 
proctype Pump () 
{ 
  
 do 
 :: input==CORR_ALINE -> 
    if 
    :: aLineClk<15  -> aLineClk=aLineClk+5; skip   
    :: aLineClk>=15 ->  
  if 
  :: aLineClk<60  ->  
     if 
     :: aLineRdg=70; chanPump!aLineRdg  
     :: aLineRdg=aLineRdg-5; chanPump!aLineRdg 
     :: aLineRdg=aLineRdg+5; chanPump!aLineRdg  
     fi; 
     /* the next 4 lines are manipulation done just so that sometimes readings ARE missed,  

and an error is generated */ 
     if  
     :: aLineClk=0 
     :: aLineClk=aLineClk+15 
     fi 
  :: aLineClk>=60 ->  
     if 
     :: aLineClk<180  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_bpLost1min; alarmPriority=14};  

aLineClk=aLineClk+30 
     :: aLineClk>=180 -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_bpLost3min; alarmPriority=11}; aLineClk=0;  

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
     fi 
  fi 
    fi 
 :: input==CORR_PULSE -> 
    if 
    :: pulseClk<15  -> pulseClk=pulseClk+5; skip   
    :: pulseClk>=15 ->  
  if 
  :: pulseClk<60  ->  
     if 
     :: pulseRdg=70; chanPump!pulseRdg  
     :: pulseRdg=pulseRdg-5; chanPump!pulseRdg 
     :: pulseRdg=pulseRdg+5; chanPump!pulseRdg  
     fi; 
     /* the next 4 lines are manipulation done just so that sometimes readings ARE missed,  

and an error is generated */ 
     if  
     :: pulseClk=0 
     :: pulseClk=pulseClk+15 
     fi 
  :: pulseClk>=60 ->  
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     if 
     :: pulseClk<180  -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_bpLost1min; alarmPriority=14};  

pulseClk=pulseClk+30 
     :: pulseClk>=180 -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_bpLost3min; alarmPriority=11}; pulseClk=0;  

mode=MANUAL; input=UNDEF 
     fi 
  fi 
    fi 
 :: input==CUFF -> 
    if 
    :: averageBP<=60 -> cuffInt=60 
    :: averageBP>60  -> 
  if 
  :: averageBP<=70 -> cuffInt=120 
  :: averageBP>70  -> 
     if 
     :: averageBP<=90 -> cuffInt=300 
     :: averageBP>90  -> cuffInt=600 
     fi 
  fi 
    fi; 
    if 
    :: cuffClk==0 -> cuffRdg=70; cuffClk=cuffClk+cuffInt/4 
    :: cuffClk>0  -> 
  if 
  :: cuffClk<=cuffInt -> cuffClk=cuffClk+cuffInt/4;  
  :: cuffClk>cuffInt  ->  
     if 
     :: cuffRdg<=140 ->  
      if 
      :: cuffRdg>40 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg-5;  chanPump!cuffRdg;  

cuffClk=cuffClk+cuffInt/4 /* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
      :: cuffRdg>40 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg-5;  chanPump!cuffRdg;   

/* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
:: cuffRdg>40 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg-15; chanPump!cuffRdg;    

 /* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
      :: cuffRdg<=40  -> cuffRdg=50; cuffClk=0 
      fi 
     :: cuffRdg>40  ->  
   if  
   :: cuffRdg<=140 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg+5;  chanPump!cuffRdg;  

cuffClk=cuffClk+cuffInt/4 /* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
   :: cuffRdg<=140 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg+5;  chanPump!cuffRdg;  

/* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
:: cuffRdg<=140 -> cuffRdg=cuffRdg+15; chanPump!cuffRdg;   

 /* valid Cuff Pressure reading */ 
   :: cuffRdg>140 -> cuffRdg=90 
      fi 
     fi 
  :: cuffClk>2*cuffInt -> atomic {chanAlarm!al_noCuff; alarmPriority=9}; cuffRdg=0;  

input=NONE; cuffClk=0 
  fi 
    fi 
 :: timeout -> skip 
 :: chanTerm?termPump -> break;    /* used to terminate the process */ 
 od 
} 
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proctype Medic () 
{ 
 do 
 :: atomic {chanMedic?displayStartACButton -> chanMedic!acPressed}/* start AC button pressed */ 
 :: atomic {chanMedic?displayTermButton -> chanMedic!termPressed }/* terminate AC button  

pressed */ 
 :: chanMedic?displayOverrideButtons ->  
  if 
  :: chanMedic!overrideNo    /* Do not use the uncorroborated source */ 
  :: chanMedic!overrideYes  /* Use the uncorroborated source */ 
  fi 
 :: chanTerm?termMedic -> break;  /* used to terminate the process */ 
 :: timeout -> skip     /* no buttons available, so don't do anything */ 
 od 
} 
 
proctype Alarm () 
{ 
 do 
 :: chanAlarm?al_discontinuity  -> printf ("Alarm! Discontinuity in connections. \n");  

alarmPriority=0 /* alarm is fixed*/ 
 :: chanAlarm?al_noImpedance  -> printf ("Alarm! Impedance = 0. \n"); alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_backEMF  -> printf ("Alarm! Back EMF detected in Manual mode. \n");  
      alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_airLock  -> printf ("Alarm! Airlock detected. \n"); alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_occlusion  -> printf ("Alarm! Occlusion Error. \n"); alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_noControlBP  -> printf ("Alarm! No Control BP. \n"); alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_lostBPSource  -> printf("Alarm! BP not Available. \n"); alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_noCuff  -> printf ("Alarm! No Cuff Pressures found. \n");  

alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_bpLost3min -> printf ("Alarm! BP Source Lost for over 3 minutes. \n");  

alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_uncorrBP -> printf ("Alarm! BP Source Could not be corroborated. \n");  

alarmPriority=0 
 :: chanAlarm?al_bpLost1min -> printf ("Alarm! BP Source Lost for over 1 minute. \n");  

alarmPriority=0 
  :: chanTerm?termAlarm  -> printf ("Alarm! Pump unPlugged. \n"); alarmPriority=0; break  

/* used to terminate the process */ 
 :: timeout -> skip 
 od 
} 
 
proctype Corroborate () 
{ 
 if 
 :: chanCorr!SUCCESS 
 :: chanCorr!FAILURE 
 fi 
} 
 
proctype Poll5Sec () 
{ 
 /** Flow rate is calculated using the following table. 
  Flow ... Back EMF  
  .02 > 0 and < .10 This is the KVO setting  
  1 >= .10 and < .30 ;read flow rate = 0.1 l/hr, back emf between 0.10 and 0.3 Volts  
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  2 >= .30 and < . 7  
  4 >= .7 and < 1.0  
  6 >= 1.0  
  The flow rate is in liters per hour and the back emf is in volts.  
  Used constants for decimal values, since Spin doesn't support decmial values */ 
 run CalculateVoltage(); 
 if 
 :: backEMF>0 -> 
    if 
    :: backEMF< POINT_ONE -> flowRate=KVO 
    :: backEMF>=POINT_ONE -> 
  if 
  :: backEMF< POINT_THREE -> flowRate=1 
  :: backEMF>=POINT_THREE -> 
     if 
     :: backEMF< POINT_SEVEN -> flowRate=2 
     :: backEMF>=POINT_SEVEN ->  
   if 
   :: backEMF< ONE -> flowRate=4 
   :: backEMF>=ONE -> flowRate=6 
   fi 
     fi 
  fi 
    fi; 
    cumVolume=cumVolume+flowRate; 
    printf("Flow Rate = %d litres/hour.\n", flowRate) 
 :: backEMF==-1 -> printf("Flow Rate Unknown\n") 
 :: backEMF==0  -> printf("Flow Rate = 0.02 litres/hr (KVO)\n") 
 fi; 
} 
 
proctype Poll60Sec () 
{ 
 printf("The cumulative Volume infused so far is: %d ml\n", cumVolume*1000/(20*60)) 
} 
 
proctype CalculateVoltage () 
{ 
 if 
 :: averageBP>=70 -> controlVoltage=0; backEMF=POINT_ZEROTHREE 
 :: averageBP<70 -> 
  if 
  :: averageBP>=60 -> controlVoltage=3; backEMF=POINT_ONE 
  :: averageBP<60   -> 
   if 
   :: averageBP>=50 -> controlVoltage=6; backEMF=POINT_THREE 
   :: averageBP<50   ->  
    if 
    :: averageBP>  40 -> controlVoltage=9; backEMF=POINT_SEVEN 
    :: averageBP<=40 -> controlVoltage=12; backEMF=ONE 
    fi 
   fi 
  fi 
 :: controlVoltage=0; backEMF=-1  /* backEMF cannot be obtained.  Should generate a  

message in Poll5Sec*/ 
 fi 
} 
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/** Initializing all processes */ 
init 
{ 
 run Cara(); 
 run Medic(); 
 run Alarm (); 
 run Pump (); 
} 
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Appendix C: LTL Formulae 

A number of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae were used during the verification of the 

CARA system in both Spin and UPPAAL.  A sample of these formulae can be found in this 

appendix.  Since most of the LTL formulae are model-specific and make use of the variables 

defined therein, some abstraction is used to make them more intelligible for the reader.  The list is 

given below. 

1. [ ] (mode == AC) -> (connected == TRUE)    

2. (connected == TRUE)   

3. !(connected == TRUE) U (connected == TRUE)   

4. [ ] (alarmPriority == 5) -> (airLock == FALSE)  

5. [ ] (occlusion == TRUE) -> !(alarmPriority == 6)  

6. [ ] (aLineRdg > 0) -> (input == CORR_ALINE)   

7. [ ] (alarmPriority == 2) -> (discontinuity == TRUE)  

8. [ ] (alarmPriority == 3) -> (noImpedance == TRUE && mode == MANUAL)   

9. [ ] (alarmPriority == 4) -> (backEMF > 0 && mode == MANUAL)  

10. [ ] (alarmPriority == 12) -> (input == NONE) 

11. [ ] (alarmPriority == 12) -> !(mode == AC)   

12. (alarmPriority == 7) -> (<> (input == NONE))  

13. (alarmPriority == 7) -> (<> !(mode == AC) )  

14. [ ] (alarmPriority == 14) -> (mode == AC)    

15. [ ] (alarmPriority == 14) -> ((input == CORR_PULSE) || (input == CORR_ALINE)) 

16. [ ] ((alarmPriority == 14) && (input == CORR_ALINE)) -> (aLineClk < 180 sec)  

17. [ ] ((alarmPriority == 14) && (input == CORR_PULSE)) -> (pulseClk < 180 sec)  

18. (alarmPriority == 11) -> (<> !(mode == AC) )   

19. (alarmPriority == 11) -> (<> (input == NONE))   

20. [ ] (alarmPriority == 9) -> (input == CUFF_PRESSURE)   

21. (alarmPriority == 9) -> (<> (input == NONE))   

22. (alarmPriority == 9) -> (<> (cuffRdg == 0)6)   

23. [ ] (alarmPriority == 1) -> (mode == WAIT)   

24. [ ] (alarmPriority == 1) -> (input == NONE)   

25. [ ] (flowRate == KVO) -> ((backEMF > 0.02 V) && (backEMF > 0.1 V)) 
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26. [ ] (flowRate == 1 l/hr) -> ((backEMF > 0.1 V) && (backEMF < 0.3 V)) 

27. [ ] (flowRate == 2 l/hr) -> ((backEMF > 0.3 V) && (backEMF < 0.7 V)) 

28. [ ] (flowRate == 4 l/hr) -> ((backEMF > 0.7 V) && (backEMF < 1.0 V)) 

29. [ ] (flowRate == 6 l/hr) -> (backEMF > 1.0 V)  

30. [ ] (flowRate == KVO) -> !(backEMF > 0)  

31. (input == UNCORR_ALINE) -> (<> (input == CORR_ALINE))   

32. (input == UNCORR_PULSE) -> (<> (input == CORR_PULSE))   

33. [ ] !(input == NONE) -> (mode == AC)  

34. (mode == WAIT) -> (<> !(connected == TRUE)) 

35. (pollClk1 == 5 sec) -> (<> (pollClk1 == 0 sec))   

36. (pollClk2 == 60 sec) -> (<> (pollClk2 == 0 sec))  

37. (pollClk2 == 0 sec) -> (<> (pollClk1 == 0 sec)) 

38. [ ] (backEMF == Undefined) -> (controlVoltage == 0 V)  

39. [ ] (averageBP > 40 mm Hg) -> (mode == AC)   

40. [ ] (backEMF == 1.0 V) -> (averageBP <= 40 mm Hg)   

41. [ ] (backEMF == 0.7 V) -> ((averageBP > 40 mm Hg) && (averageBP < 50 mm Hg)) 

42. [ ] (backEMF == 0.3 V) -> ((averageBP >= 50 mm Hg) && (averageBP < 60 mm Hg)) 

43. [ ] (backEMF == 0.1 V) -> ((averageBP >= 60 mm Hg) && (averageBP < 70 mm Hg)) 

44. [ ] (backEMF == 0.03 V) -> (averageBP >= 70 mm Hg) 

45. [ ] (cuffClk == 120 sec) -> (averageBP < 60 mm Hg) 

46. [ ] (cuffClk == 240 sec) -> ((averageBP >= 60 mm Hg) && (averageBP < 70 mm Hg)) 

47. [ ] (cuffClk == 600 sec) -> ((averageBP >= 70 mm Hg) && (averageBP <= 90 mm Hg)) 

48. [ ] (cuffClk == 1200 sec) -> (averageBP > 90 mm Hg) 
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Appendix D: Screen shot of a Simulation in UPPAAL 
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Appendix E: Screen shot of a Simulation in Spin 
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